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Abstract
The Shale-Stinespring Theorem (1965) together with Ruijsenaar’s criterion (1977)
provide a necessary and sufficient condition for the implementability of the evolution
of external field quantum electrodynamics between constant-time hyperplanes on stan-
dard Fock space. The assertion states that an implementation is possible if and only
if the spatial components of the external electromagnetic four-vector potential Aµ are
zero. We generalize this result to smooth, space-like Cauchy surfaces and, for general
Aµ, show how the second-quantized Dirac evolution can always be implemented as a
map between varying Fock spaces. Furthermore, we give equivalence classes of polar-
izations, including an explicit representative, that give rise to those admissible Fock
spaces. We prove that the polarization classes only depend on the tangential compo-
nents of Aµ w.r.t. the particular Cauchy surface, and show that they behave naturally
under Lorentz and gauge transformations.
1 Introduction and Setup
We consider the external field model of quantum electrodynamics (QED) or no-photon QED
which describes a Dirac sea of electrons evolving subject to a prescribed external electromag-
netic four-vector potential Aµ. To infer the evolution operator of this model one attempts
to implement the one-particle Dirac evolution
pi{B ´ {Aqψ “ mψ (1)
in second-quantized form. Here, m ą 0 denotes the mass of the electron; the elementary
charge of the electron e (having a negative sign in the case of an electron) is already absorbed
in A; units are chosen such that ~ “ 1 and c “ 1. The employed relativistic notation is
introduced with all other notations in Section 1.3. For sake of simplicity we will restrict us
to smooth and compactly supported Aµ, i.e.,
A “ pAµqµ“0,1,2,3 “ pA0,Aq P C8c pR4,R4q, (2)
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although this condition is unnecessarily strong.
It is well-known [21, 18] that, on standard Fock space and for equal-time hyperplanes, a
second quantization of the one particle Dirac evolution (1) is possible if and only if A “ 0,
i.e., the spatial components of the external field vanish – a condition that appears strange
in view of gauge invariance. In physics the ill-definedness of the evolution operator and its
generator for general vector potentials A is usually ignored at first which later manifests
itself in the appearance of infinities in informal perturbation series. Those infinities have to
be taken out by hand or, as for example in the case of the vacuum expectation value of the
charge current, absorbed in the coefficient of the electron charge. Nevertheless, since the
sole interaction arises only from a prescribed four-vector field one may rather expect that it
should be possible to control the time evolution non-perturbatively. One way to construct
a well-defined second-quantized time evolution operator, as sketched in [6], is to implement
it between time-varying Fock spaces. Such constructions have been carried out, e.g., in
[14, 15, 2]. While the idea of changing Fock spaces might be unfamiliar as seen from the
non-relativistic setting, in a relativistic formulation it is to be expected. A Lorentz boost for
instance may tilt an equal-time hyperplane to a space-like space-like hyperplane Σ, which
requires a change from standard Hilbert space L2pR3,C4q to one attached to Σ, and likewise,
for the corresponding Fock spaces.
In this work we extend the existing constructions in [14, 15, 2], which deal exclusively
with equal-time hyperplanes, by implementing the second-quantized Dirac evolution from
one Cauchy surface to another. The resulting formulation of external field QED has several
advantages: 1) Its Lorentz and gauge covariance can be made explicit; 2) as it treats the
initial value problem for general Cauchy surfaces it allows to study the evolution in the
form of local deformations of Cauchy surfaces in the spirit of Tomonaga and Schwinger, e.g.,
[22, 20]; 3) it gives a geometric and more general version of the implementability condition
A “ 0 that was found in the special case of equal-time hyperplanes.
Before presenting our main results in Section 1.1 we outline the construction of the evolu-
tion operator for general space-like Cauchy surfaces. Given a Cauchy surface Σ in Minkowski
space-time (see Definition 1.9 below), the states of the Dirac sea on Σ are represented by
vectors in a conveniently chosen Fock space, here, denoted by the symbol FpV,HΣq. In
this notation HΣ is the Hilbert space of C
4-valued, square integrable functions on Σ (see
Definition 1.10 below) and V P PolpHΣq is one of its polarizations:
Definition 1.1. Let PolpHΣq denote the set of all closed, linear subspaces V Ă HΣ such
that V and V K are both infinite dimensional. Any V P PolpHΣq is called a polarization of
HΣ. For V P PolpHΣq, let P VΣ : HΣ Ñ V denote the orthogonal projection of HΣ onto V .
The Fock space corresponding to polarization V on Cauchy surface Σ is then defined by
FpV,HΣq :“
à
cPZ
FcpV,HΣq, FcpV,HΣq :“
à
n,mPN0
c“m´n
pV Kq^n b V ^m, (3)
where
À
denotes the Hilbert space direct sum, ^ the antisymmetric tensor product of
Hilbert spaces, and V denotes the conjugate complex vector space of V , which coincides
with V as a set and has the same vector space operations as V with the exception of the
scalar multiplication, which is redefined by pz, ψq ÞÑ z˚ψ for z P C, ψ P V .
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Each polarization V splits the Hilbert spaceHΣ into a direct sum, i.e., HΣ “ V K‘V . The
so-called standard polarizations H`Σ andH
´
Σ are determined by the orthogonal projectors P
`
Σ
and P´Σ onto the free positive and negative energy Dirac solutions, respectively, restricted
to Σ:
H`Σ :“ P`ΣHΣ “ p1´ P´Σ qHΣ, H´Σ :“ P´ΣHΣ. (4)
Loosely speaking, in terms of Dirac’s hole theory, the polarization V P PolpHΣq indicates
the “sea level” of the Dirac sea, and electron wave functions in V K and V are considered
to be “above” and “below” sea level, respectively. However, it has to be stressed that the
mathematical structure of the external field problem in QED does not seem to discriminate
between particular choices of polarizations V . Hence, unless an additional physical condition
is delivered, the V -dependent labels “electron” and “positron” are somewhat arbitrary, and
V should rather be regarded as a choice of coordinate system w.r.t. which the states of the
Dirac sea are represented. To describe pair-creation on the other hand it is necessary to
have a distinguished V , and the common (and seemingly most natural) ad hoc choice in
situations when the external field vanishes is V “ H´Σ . Nevertheless, it is conceivable that
only a yet to be found full version of QED, including the interaction with the photon field,
may distinguish particular polarizations V in general situations.
Given two Cauchy surfaces Σ,Σ1 and two polarizations V P PolpHΣq and W P PolpHΣ1q
a sensible lift of the one-particle Dirac evolution UAΣ1Σ : HΣ Ñ HΣ1 (see Definition 1.13)
should be given by a unitary operator rUAΣ1Σ : FpV,HΣq Ñ FpW,HΣ1q that fulfillsrUAΣ1Σ ψV,Σpfq prUAΣ1Σq´1 “ ψW,Σ1pUAΣ1Σfq, @ f P HΣ. (5)
Here, ψV,Σ denotes the Dirac field operator corresponding to Fock space FpV,Σq, i.e.,
ψV,Σpfq :“ bΣpP V KΣ fq ` d˚ΣpP VΣ fq, @ f P HΣ. (6)
Here, bΣ, d
˚
Σ denote the annihilation and creation operators on the V
K and V sectors of
FcpV,HΣq, respectively. Note that P VΣ : H Ñ V is anti-linear ; thus, ψV,Σpfq is anti-linear
in its argument f . The condition under which such a lift rUAΣ1Σ exists can be inferred from a
straight-forward application of Shale and Stinespring’s well-known theorem [21]:
Theorem 1.2 (Shale-Stinespring). The following statements are equivalent:
(a) There is a unitary operator rUAΣΣ1 : FpV,HΣq Ñ FpW,HΣ1q which fulfills (5).
(b) The off-diagonals PW
K
Σ1 U
A
Σ1ΣP
V
Σ and P
W
Σ1 U
A
Σ1ΣP
V K
Σ are Hilbert-Schmidt operators.
Note that the phase of the lift is not fixed by condition (5). Even worse, as indicated
earlier, depending on the external field A this condition is not always satisfied; see [18]. On
the other hand, the choices made for the polarizations V and W were completely arbitrary.
We shall see next that adapting these choices carefully will however yield an evolution of the
Dirac sea in the corresponding Fock space representations.
There is a trivial but not so useful choice. Pick a Σin in the remote past of the support
of A fulfilling
Σin is a Cauchy surface such that suppA X Σin “ H. (7)
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Then the choices V “ UAΣΣinH´Σin and W “ UAΣ1ΣinH´Σin fulfill (b) of Theorem 1.2 as the
off-diagonals are zero. The drawback of these choices is that the resulting lift depends on
the whole history of A between Σin and Σ,Σ
1. Moreover, such V and W are rather implicit.
But statement (b) in Theorem 1.2 also allows to differ from the projectors P VΣ and P
W
Σ1 by a
Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Hence, it lies near to characterize polarizations according to the
following classes:
Definition 1.3 (Physical Polarization Classes). For a Cauchy surface Σ we define
CΣpAq :“
“
UAΣΣinH
´
Σin
‰
«
, (8)
where for V, V 1 P PolpHΣq, V « V 1 means that P VΣ ´P V 1Σ P I2pHΣq, i.e., is a Hilbert-Schmidt
operator HΣ ý.
The equivalence relation « can be refined to give another equivalence relation «0 de-
scribing polarization classes of equal charge; c.f. [2] and Remark 1.8. As a simple corollary
of Theorem 1.2 one gets:
Corollary 1.4 (Dirac Sea Evolution). Let Σ,Σ1 be Cauchy surfaces. Then any choice V P
CΣpAq and W P CΣ1pAq implies condition (b) of Theorem 1.2 and therefore the existence of
a lift rUAΣ1Σ : FpV,HΣq Ñ FpW,HΣ1q obeying (5).
Consequently, any choice V P CΣpAq andW P CΣ1pAq gives rise to a lift of the one-particle
Dirac evolution between the corresponding FpV,HΣq and FpW,HΣ1q that is unique up to a
phase. The crucial questions are: 1) On which properties of A and Σ do these polarization
classes depend? 2) How do they behave under Lorentz and gauge transforms? 3) Is there an
explicit representative for each class? These question will be answered by our main results
given in the next section. The next important question is about the unidentified phase.
Although transition probabilities are independent of this phase, dynamic quantities like the
charge current will depend directly on it. We briefly discuss this in Section 1.2 and give
an outlook of what needs to be done to derive the vacuum expectation of the polarization
current.
1.1 Main Results
The definition (8) of the physical polarization classes involves the one-particle Dirac evolution
operator and is therefore not very useful in finding an explicit description of admissible Fock
spaces for the implementation of the second-quantized Dirac evolution. In our main results
Theorems 1.5-1.7 we give a more direct identification of the polarization classes classes CΣpAq
and state some of their fundamental geometric properties.
The first one ensures that the classes CΣpAq are independent of the history of A, instead
they depend on the tangential components of A on Σ only.
Theorem 1.5 (Identification of Polarization Classes). Let Σ be a Cauchy surface and let A
and rA be two smooth and compactly supported external fields. Then
CΣpAq “ CΣp rAq ô A|TΣ “ rA|TΣ (9)
where A|TΣ “ rA|TΣ means that for all x P Σ and y P TxΣ we have Aµpxqyµ “ rAµpxqyµ.
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Ruijsenaar’s result, see [18], may be viewed as the special case of this theorem pertaining
to rA “ 0 and, for t fixed, Σ “ Σt “ tx P R4| x0 “ tu being an equal-time hyperplane.
Furthermore, the polarization classes transform naturally under Lorentz and gauge trans-
formations:
Theorem 1.6 (Lorentz and Gauge Transforms). Let V P PolpHΣq be a polarization.
(i) Consider a Lorentz transformation given by L
pS,Λq
Σ : HΣ Ñ HΛΣ for a spinor transfor-
mation matrix S P C4ˆ4 and an associated proper orthochronous Lorentz transformation
matrix Λ P SOÒp1, 3q, cf. [3, Section 2.3]. Then:
V P CΣpAq ô LpS,ΛqΣ V P CΛΣpΛApΛ´1¨qq. (10)
(ii) Consider a gauge transformation A ÞÑ A ` BΩ for some Ω P C8c pR4,Rq given by the
multiplication operator e´iΩ : HΣ Ñ HΣ, ψ ÞÑ ψ1 “ e´iΩψ. Then:
V P CΣpAq ô e´iΩV P CΣpA` BΩq. (11)
As we are mainly interested in a local study of the second-quantized Dirac evolution,
we only allow compactly supported vector potentials A, and therefore, have to restrict the
gauge transformations e´iΩ to compactly supported Ω as well. Treating more general vector
potentials A and gauge transforms e´iΩ would require an analysis of decay properties at
infinity which is not our focus here.
Finally, given Cauchy surface Σ, there is an explicit representative of the equivalence
class of polarizations CΣpAq which can be given in terms of a compact, skew-adjoint linear
operatorQAΣ : HΣ ý, as defined in (56) below. With it the polarization class can be identified
as follows:
Theorem 1.7. Given Cauchy surface Σ, we have CΣpAq “
”
eQ
A
ΣH´Σ
ı
«
.
Other representatives for polarization classes CΣpAq beyond the “interpolating represen-
tation” UAΣΣinH
´
Σin
, as used in Definition 1.3, can be inferred from the so-called Furry picture,
as worked out for equal-time hyperplanes in [6], and from the global constructions of the
fermionic projector given in [11, 10]. In contrast to global constructions, the representation
given in Theorem 1.7 uses only local geometric information of the vector potential A at Σ;
cf. (56), (39), and Lemma 2.3 below.
The implications on the physical picture can be seen as follows. The Dirac sea on Cauchy
surface Σ can be described in any Fock space FpV,HΣq for any choice of polarization V P
CΣpAq. The polarization class CΣpAq is uniquely determined by the tangential components of
the external potential A on Σ. This is an object that transforms covariantly under Lorentz
and gauge transformations. The choice of the particular polarization can then be seen as
a “choice of coordinates” in which the Dirac sea is described. When regarding the Dirac
evolution from one Cauchy surface Σ to Σ1 another “choice of coordinates” W P CΣ1pAq
has to be made. Then one yields an evolution operator rUAΣ1Σ : FpV,HΣq Ñ FpW,HΣ1q
which is unique up to an arbitrary phase Corollary 1.4. Transition probabilities of the kind
|xΨ, rUAΣ1ΣΦy|2 for Ψ P FpW,HΣ1q and Φ P FpV,HΣq are well-defined and unique without
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the need of a renormalization method. Finally, for a family of Cauchy surfaces pΣtqtPR
that interpolates smoothly between Σ and Σ1 we also give an infinitesimal version of how
the external potential A changes the polarization in terms of the flow parameter t; see
Theorem 2.8 below.
Remark 1.8 (Charge Sectors). Given two polarizations V,W P PolpHΣq such that P VΣ ´PWΣ
is a compact operator, e.g., as in the case V«W as defined in (8), one can define their
relative charge, denoted by chargepV,W q, to be the Fredholm index of PWΣ |VÑW ; cf. [2].
The equivalence relation « in the claim of Theorem 1.7 can then be replaced by the finer
equivalence relation «0, which is defined as follows: V «0 W if and only if V « W and
chargepV,W q “ 0. This is shown as an addendum to the proof of Theorem 1.7.
1.2 Outlook
As indicated at the end of the introduction the current operator depends directly on the
unspecified phase of rUAΣ1Σ. This can be seen from Bogolyubov’s formula
jµpxq “ irUAΣinΣout δ rUAΣoutΣinδAµpxq (12)
where Σout is a Cauchy surfaces in the remote future of the support of A such that Σout X
suppA “ H. Hence, without identification of the derivative of the phase of rUAΣ1Σ the physical
current is not fully specified. Nevertheless, now the situation is slightly better than in the
standard perturbative approach. As for each choice of admissible polarizations in CΣ1pAq
and CΣpAq, identified above, there is a well-defined lift rUAΣ1Σ of the Dirac evolution operator
UAΣ1Σ and therefore also a well-defined current (12). Now it is only the task to select the
physical relevant one. One way of doing so is to impose extra conditions on the (12), and
hence, the phase, so that the set of admissible phases shrinks to one that produces the
same currents up to the known freedom of charge renormalization; see [5, 19, 15, 12]. In
the case of equal-time hyperplanes a choice of the unidentified phase was given by parallel
transport in [16]. On top of the geometric construction and despite the fact that there are
still degrees of freedom left, Mickelsson’s current is particularly interesting because it agrees
with conventional perturbation theory up to second order. Yet the open question remains
which additional physical requirements may constraint these degree of freedoms up to the
one of the numerical value of the elementary charge e fixed by the experiment.
The issue of the unidentified phase particularly concerns the so-called phenomenon of
“vacuum polarization” as well as the dynamical description of pair creation processes for
which only a few rigorous treatments are available; e.g., see [13] for vacuum polarization in
the Hartree-Fock approximation for static external sources, [17] for adiabatic pair creation,
and for a more fundamental approach the so-called “Theory of Causal Fermion Systems”
[7, 8, 9], which is based on a reformulation of quantum electrodynamics by means of an
action principle.
1.3 Definitions, Constants, Notation, and previous Results
In this section we briefly review the notation and results about the one-particle Dirac evo-
lution on Cauchy surfaces provided in a previous work [3]. The present article, dealing with
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the second-quantization Dirac evolution, is based on this work.
Space-time R4 is endowed with metric tensor g “ pgµνqµ,ν“0,1,2,3 “ diagp1,´1,´1,´1q,
and its elements are denoted by four-vectors x “ px0, x1, x2, x3q “ px0,xq “ xµeµ, for eµ
being the canonical basis vectors. Raising and lowering of indices is done w.r.t. g. Moreover,
we use Einstein’s summation convention, the standard representation of the Dirac matrices
γµ P C4ˆ4 that fulfill tγµ, γνu “ 2gµν, and Feynman’s slash-notation {B “ γµBµ, {A “ γµAµ.
When considering subsets of space-time R4 we shall use the following notations: Causal :“
tx P R4| xµxµ ě 0u and Past :“ tx P R4| xµxµ ą 0, x0 ă 0u.
The central geometric objects for posing the initial value problem for (1) are Cauchy
surfaces defined as follows:
Definition 1.9 (Cauchy Surfaces). We define a Cauchy surface Σ in R4 to be a smooth,
3-dimensional submanifold of R4 that fulfills the following three conditions:
(a) Every inextensible, two-sided, time- or light-like, continuous path in R4 intersects Σ in
a unique point.
(b) For every x P Σ, the tangential space TxΣ is space-like.
(c) The tangential spaces to Σ are bounded away from light-like directions in the following
sense: The only light-like accumulation point of
Ť
xPΣ TxΣ is zero.
In coordinates, every Cauchy surface Σ can be parametrized as
Σ “ tπΣpxq :“ ptΣpxq,xq | x P R3u (13)
with a smooth function tΣ : R
3 Ñ R. For convenience and without restricting generality of
our results we keep a global constant
0 ă Vmax ă 1 (14)
fixed and work only with Cauchy surfaces Σ such that
sup
xPR3
|∇tΣpxq| ď Vmax. (15)
The assumption (c) in Definition 1.9 and (15) can be relaxed to |∇tΣpxq| ă 1 for all x P R3
due to the causal structure of the solutions to the Dirac equation, although this is not worked
out in this paper.
The standard volume form over R4 is denoted by d4x “ dx0 dx1 dx2 dx3; the product of
forms is understood as wedge product. The symbols d3x and d3x mean the 3-form d3x “
dx1 dx2 dx3 on R4 and on R3, respectively. Contraction of a form ω with a vector v is
denoted by ivpωq. The notation ivpωq is also used for the spinor matrix valued vector γ “
pγ0, γ1, γ2, γ3q “ γµeµ:
iγpd4xq “ γµieµpd4xq. (16)
Furthermore, for a 4-spinor ψ P C4 (viewed as column vector), ψ stands for the row vector
ψ˚γ0, where ˚ denotes hermitian conjugation.
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Smooth families pΣtqtPT of Cauchy surfaces, indexed by an interval T Ď R and fulfilling
(15), are denoted by
Σ :“ tpx, tq| t P T, x P Σtu. (17)
Given the external electromagnetic vector potential A P C8c pR4,R4q of interest, we assume
that the set tpx, tq P Σ| x P supppAqu is compact. This condition is trivially fulfilled in the
important case of a compact interval T “ rt0, t1s with Σ interpolating between two Cauchy
surfaces Σt0 and Σt1 . The compactness condition is also automatically fulfilled in the case
that T “ R with Σ being a smooth foliation of the Minkowski space-time R4.
We assume furthermore that the family pΣtqtPT is driven driven by a (Minkowski) normal
vector field vn : Σ Ñ R4, where n : Σ Ñ R4, px, tq ÞÑ ntpxq, denotes the future-directed
(Minkowski) normal unit vector field to the Cauchy surfaces and v : ΣÑ R, px, tq ÞÑ vtpxq,
denotes the speed at which the Cauchy surfaces move forward in normal direction. For
technical reasons, in particular when using the chain rule, it is convenient to extend the
“speed” v and the unit vector field n in a smooth way to the domain R4 ˆ T . In the case
that Σ is a foliation of space-time, we may even drop the t–dependence of v and n. In this
important case, some of the arguments below become slightly simpler.
Definition 1.10 (Spaces of Initial Data). For any Cauchy surface Σ we define the vector
space CΣ :“ C8c pΣ,C4q. For a given Cauchy surface Σ, let HΣ “ L2pΣ,C4q denote the vector
space of all 4-spinor valued measurable functions φ : ΣÑ C4 (modulo changes on null sets)
having a finite norm }φ} “axφ, φy ă 8 w.r.t. the scalar product
xφ, ψy “
ż
Σ
φpxqiγpd4xqψpxq. (18)
For x P Σ, the restriction of the spinor matrix valued 3-form iγpd4xq to the tangential
space TxΣ is given by
iγpd4xq “ {npxqinpd4xq “
˜
γ0 ´
3ÿ
µ“1
γµ
BtΣpxq
Bxµ
¸
d3x “: Γpxqd3x on pTxΣq3. (19)
As a consequence of the (15), there is a positive constant Γmax “ ΓmaxpVmaxq such that
}Γpxq} ď Γmax, @x P R3. (20)
The class of solutions to the Dirac equation (1) considered in this work is defined by:
Definition 1.11 (Solution Spaces).
(i) Let CA denote the space of all smooth solutions ψ P C8pR4,C4q of the Dirac equation (1)
which have a spatially compact causal support in the following sense: There is a compact
set K Ă R4 such that suppψ Ď K ` Causal.
(ii) We endow CA with the scalar product given in (18); note that due to conservation of
the 4-vector current φγµψ, the scalar product x¨, ¨y : CAˆ CA Ñ C is independent of the
particular choice of Σ.
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(iii) Let HA be the Hilbert space given by the (abstract) completion of CA.
Theorem 2.21 in [3] ensures:
Theorem 1.12 (Initial Value Problem and Support). Let Σ be a Cauchy surface and χΣ P
C8c pΣ,C4q be given initial data. Then, there is a ψ P CA such that ψ|Σ “ χΣ and suppψ Ď
suppχΣ`Causal. Moreover, suppose rψ P C8pR4,C4q solves the Dirac equation (1) for initial
data rψ|Σ “ χΣ, then rψ “ ψ.
This theorem gives rise to the following definition in which we use the notation ψ|Σ P CΣ
to denote the restriction of a ψ P CA to a Cauchy surface Σ.
Definition 1.13 (Evolution Operators). Let Σ,Σ1 be Cauchy surfaces. In view of Theo-
rem 1.12 we define the isomorphic isometries
UΣA : CA Ñ CΣ,
UAΣ : CΣ Ñ CA,
UAΣ1Σ : CΣ Ñ CΣ1 ,
UΣA φ :“ φ|Σ,
UΣA χΣ :“ ψ,
UAΣ1Σ :“ UΣ1AUAΣ,
(21)
where χΣ P CΣ, φ P CA, and ψ is the solution corresponding to initial value χΣ as in Theo-
rem 1.12. These maps extend uniquely to unitary maps UAΣ : HΣ Ñ HA, UΣA : HA Ñ HΣ
and UAΣ1Σ : HΣ Ñ HΣ1 .
Here we differ from the notation used in Theorem 2.23 in [3] where UAΣ1Σ was denoted by
FAΣ1Σ. Furthermore, it will be useful to express the orthogonal projector P
´
Σ in an momentum
integral representation over the mass shell
M “ tp P R4| pµpµ “ m2u “M` YM´, M˘ “ tp PM| ˘ p0 ą 0u; (22)
cf. Lemma 2.1 and the definition of FMΣ in [3]. We endow M with the orientation that
makes the projection MÑ R3, pp0,pq ÞÑ p positively oriented. One finds that
ippd4pq “ m
2
p0
dp1 dp2 dp3 “ m
2
p0
d3p on pTpMq3. (23)
General Notation. Positive constants and remainder terms are denoted by C1, C2, C3, . . .
and r1, r2, r3, . . ., respectively. They keep their meaning throughout the whole article. Any
fixed quantity a constant depends on (except numerical constants like electron mass m and
charge e) is displayed at least once when the constant is introduced. Furthermore, we classify
the behavior of functions using the following variant of the Landau symbol notation.
Definition 1.14. For lists of variables x, y, z we use the notation
fpx, y, zq “ Oy pgpxqq , for all px, y, zq P domain (24)
to mean the following: There exists a constant Cpyq depending only on the parameters y, but
neither on x nor on z, such that
|fpx, y, zq| ď Cpyq|gpxq|, for all px, y, zq P domain, (25)
where |¨| stands for the appropriate norm applicable to f . Note that the notation (24) does
not mean that fpx, y, zq “ fpx, yq, i.e., that the value of f is independent of z. Rather, it
just means that the bound is uniform in z.
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2 Proofs
The key idea in the proofs of our main results Theorem 1.5, 1.6, and 1.7 is to guess a simple
enough operator PAΣ : HΣ ý so that
UAΣΣinP
´
Σin
UAΣinΣ ´ PAΣ P I2pHΣq. (26)
It turns out that all claims about the properties of the polarization classes CΣpAq above can
then be inferred from the properties of PAΣ . This is due to the fact that (26) is compatible
with the Hilbert-Schmidt operator freedom encoded in the « equivalence relation that was
used to define the polarization classes CΣpAq; see Definition 1.3.
The intuition behind our guess of PAΣ comes from gauge transforms. Imagine the special
situation in which an external potential A could be gauged to zero, i.e., A “ BΩ for a given
scalar field Ω. In this case e´iΩP´Σ e
iΩ is a good candidate for PAΣ . Now in the case of general
external potentials A that cannot be attained by a gauge transformation of the zero potential,
the idea is to implement different gauge transforms locally near to each space-time point. For
example, if p´py´xq denotes the informal integral kernel of the operator P´Σ , one could try to
define PAΣ as the operator corresponding to the informal kernel p
Apx, yq “ e´iλApx,yqp´py´xq
for the choice λApxq “ 1
2
pApxq ` Apyqqµpy ´ xqµ. Due to this choice, the action of λApx, yq
can be interpreted as a local gauge transform of p´py ´ xq from the zero potential to the
potential Aµpxq at space-time point x. It turns out that these local gauge transforms give
rise to an operator PAΣ that fulfills (26).
Section Overview In Section 2.1 we define the operators P´Σ and P
A
Σ and state their main
properties. Assuming these properties we prove our main results in Section 2.2. The proofs
of those employed properties are delivered afterwards in Sections 2.3 and 2.4.
2.1 The Operators P´Σ and P
A
Σ
As described in the previous section, the central objects of our study are the operators P´Σ
and operators which are derived from them like the discussed PAΣ . Lemma 2.1 describes the
integral representation of the orthogonal projector P´Σ . For this we introduce the notation
rpwq :“a´wµwµ for w P domainprq :“ tw P C4| ´ wµwµ P CzR´0 u. (27)
The square root is interpreted as its principal value
?
r2e2iϕ “ reiϕ for r ą 0, ´π
2
ă ϕ ă π
2
.
We note that for a Cauchy surface Σ fulfilling (15) and 0 ‰ z “ y ´ x with x, y P Σ one hasa
1´ Vmax2|z| ď rpzq ď |z| ď |z| ď
a
1` Vmax2|z|. (28)
To deal with the singularity of the informal integral kernel p´py´xq of the projection operator
P´Σ at the diagonal x “ y, we use a regularization shifting the argument y ´ x a little in
direction of the imaginary past.
Lemma 2.1. For φ, ψ P CΣ and any past-directed time-like vector u P Past one has@
φ, P´Σ ψ
D “ lim
ǫÓ0
ż
xPΣ
φpxq iγpd4xq
ż
yPΣ
p´py ´ x` iǫuq iγpd4yqψpyq, (29)
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where
p´ : R4 ` iPastÑ C4x4, p´pwq “ 1p2πq3m
ż
M´
{p`m
2m
eipw ippd4pq “ ´i
{B `m
2m
Dpwq, (30)
D : R4 ` iPastÑ C, Dpwq “ 1p2πq3m
ż
M´
eipw ippd4pq “ ´m
3
2π2
K1pmrpwqq
mrpwq , (31)
K1 : R
` ` iRÑ C, K1pξq “ ξ
ż 8
1
e´ξs
?
s2 ´ 1 ds. (32)
K1 is the modified Bessel function of second kind of order one. The functions D and p
´ have
analytic continuations defined on domainprq. The corresponding continuations are denoted
by the same symbols.
The proof is given in Section 2.3. It is based on the momentum integral representation
given in Theorem 2.15 in [3]. In the following we define several candidates for PAΣ fulfilling
the key property (26) as discussed in the beginning of Section 2. We will denote these
operators by P λΣ : HΣ ý where the superscript λ denotes an element out of the following
class of “local” gauge functions:
Definition 2.2. For A P C8c pR4,R4q let GpAq denote the set of all functions λ : R4ˆR4 Ñ R
with the following properties:
(i) λ P C8pR4 ˆ R4,Rq.
(ii) There is a compact set K Ă R4 such that supp λ Ď K ˆ R4 Y R4 ˆK.
(iii) λ vanishes on the diagonal, i.e., λpx, xq “ 0 for x P R4.
(iv) On the diagonal the first derivatives fulfill
Bxλpx, yq “ ´Byλpx, yq “ Apxq for x “ y P R4. (33)
Given a “local” gauge transform λ P GpAq we define the corresponding operator P λΣ using
the heuristic idea behind PAΣ we discussed in the beginning of Section 2.
Lemma 2.3. Given A P C8c pR4,R4q and λ P GpAq there is a unique bounded operator
P λΣ : HΣ ý with matrix elements@
φ, P λΣψ
D “ lim
ǫÓ0
A
φ, P
λ,ǫu
Σ ψ
E
with (34)A
φ, P
λ,ǫu
Σ ψ
E
:“
ż
xPΣ
φpxq iγpd4xq
ż
yPΣ
e´iλpx,yqp´py ´ x` iǫuq iγpd4yqψpyq. (35)
for any given φ, ψ P CΣ and any past-directed time-like vector u P Past. In particular, the
limit in (34) does not depend on the choice of u P Past. For ∆P λΣ :“ P λΣ ´P´Σ , ψ P HΣ, and
almost all x P Σ it holds`
∆P λΣψ
˘ pxq “ ż
yPΣ
pe´iλpx,yq ´ 1qp´py ´ xq iγpd4yqψpyq, (36)
and furthermore:
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(i) The operator norm of P λΣ is bounded by a constant C1pVmax, λq; cf. (15);
(ii) ∆P λΣ is a compact operator;
(iii) |∆P λΣ|2 is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator.
(iv) If λpx, yq “ ´λpy, xq for all x, y P Σ, then P λΣ is self-adjoint.
This lemma is proven in Section 2.3. Two important examples of elements in GpAq are:
• The choice λpx, yq “ Ωpxq ´ Ωpyq for Ω P C8c pR4,Rq fulfills λ P GpBΩq. Such a λ
delivers a good candidate for the operator PAΣ fulfilling (26) if the external field A can
be attained from the zero field via a gauge transform A “ 0 ÞÑ A “ BΩ. We observe
for any path Cy,x from y to x
λpx, yq “
ż
Cy,x
Aµpuq duµ “ 1
2
pAµpxq ` Aµpyqqpxµ ´ yµq `OAp|x´ y|3q. (37)
• For an arbitrary vector potential A P C8c pR4,R4q also
λApx, yq :“ 1
2
pAµpxq ` Aµpyqqpxµ ´ yµq (38)
fulfills λA P GpAq. This choice is motivated by the special case (37). It will be partic-
ularly convenient for our work. Note that it has the symmetry λApx, yq “ ´λApy, xq;
cf. part (iv) in Lemma 2.3. In particular, the operator PAΣ from the discussion will be
given by
PAΣ :“ P λ
A
Σ . (39)
We shall show that for λ P GpAq the operators P λΣ obey the key property (26). Our first
result about P λΣ for a λ P GpAq is that, up to a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, it depends only
on the restriction of the 1-form A to the tangent bundle TΣ of the Cauchy surface Σ.
Theorem 2.4. Given A, rA P C8c pR4,R4q and λ P GpAq, rλ P Gp rAq, the following is true:
P λΣ ´ P rλΣ P I2pHΣq ô A|TΣ “ rA|TΣ. (40)
This theorem is also proven in Section 2.3. From our next result we can infer that the
operators P λΣ obey the key property (26).
Theorem 2.5. Given A P C8c pR4,R4q, λ P GpAq, and two Cauchy surfaces Σ,Σ1, one has
UAΣ1P
λ
Σ1UΣ1A ´ UAΣP λΣUΣA P I2pHAq, (41)
where UAΣ and UΣA are the Dirac evolution operators given in Definition 1.13.
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Instead of proving this theorem directly we prove it at the end of Section 2.4 as con-
sequence of Theorem 2.8 below. The latter can be understood as an infinitesimal version
of Theorem 2.5. To state Theorem 2.8 we consider a family pΣtqtPT of Cauchy surfaces en-
coded by Σ, see (17), such that Σ “ Σt0 and Σ1 “ Σt1 . In addition we need the following
helper object sAΣ defined in Definition 2.6 below as well as the following notation. Given an
electromagnetic potential A P C8c pR4,R4q and a Cauchy surface Σ with future-directed unit
normal vector field n, we define the electromagnetic field tensor Fµν “ BµAν ´ BνAµ and
Eµ :“ Fµνnν (42)
referred to as the “electric field” with respect to the local Cauchy surface Σ. In the special
case n “ e0 “ p1, 0, 0, 0q, this encodes just the electric part of the electromagnetic field
tensor.
Recall from the paragraph preceding Definition 1.10 that we extended the unit normal
field n on the Cauchy surface to a smooth unit normal field n : R4 ˆ T Ñ R4 and velocity
field v : R4ˆT Ñ R, which induces the “electric field” E to be defined on R4ˆT as well. In
particular, after this extension, the partial derivative BEµpx, tq{Bt “ Fµνpxq Bntνpxq{Bt then
makes sense.
Definition 2.6. Recall the definitions of rpwq and Dpwq given in (27) and (31), respectively.
For ǫ ą 0, u P Past, and x, y P R4, we define the integral kernel
s
A,ǫu
Σ px, yq :“
1
8m
{npxq {Epxqrpwq2 {BDpwq, where w “ y ´ x` iǫu. (43)
Furthermore, for x ´ y being space-like (in particular x ‰ y), we also define the integral
kernel
sAΣpx, yq “ sA,0Σ px, yq :“ lim
ǫÓ0
s
A,ǫu
Σ px, yq “
1
8m
{npxq {Epxqrpy ´ xq2 {BDpy ´ xq. (44)
We remark that restricted to x and y within a single Cauchy surface Σ, the value of the
kernel sA,ǫuΣ px, yq depends only on Σ through its normal field n : Σ Ñ R4. In this case the
definition makes sense without specifying neither the velocity field v nor the extension of n
and v to R4 ˆ T . In particular, sA,ǫuΣ px, yq depends only on the Cauchy surface Σ but not
on the choice of a family pΣtqtPT . This stands in contrast to the derivative BsA,ǫuΣt {Bt, which
makes sense everywhere only given a family pΣtqtPT and the extended version of n.
Exploiting the properties of Dpwq given in Lemma 2.1 and in Corollary A.1 in the ap-
pendix we shall find:
Lemma 2.7. Let u P Past.
(i) The integral kernels sA,ǫuΣ , ǫ ě 0, give rise to Hilbert-Schmidt operators
S
A,ǫu
Σ : HΣ ý, S
A,ǫu
Σ ψpxq :“
ż
Σ
s
A,ǫu
Σ px, yq iγpd4yqψpyq for almost all x P Σ,
(45)
SAΣ :“ SA,0Σ , with the property that }SAΣ ´ SA,ǫuΣ }I2pHΣq ǫÓ0ÝÑ 0.
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(ii) Similarly, for t P T , the integral kernels BsA,ǫuΣt {Bt, ǫ ě 0, give rise to Hilbert-Schmidt
operators
9S
A,ǫu
Σt
: HΣ ý, 9S
A,ǫu
Σt
ψpxq :“
ż
Σt
BsA,ǫuΣt
Bt px, yq iγpd
4yqψpyq for almost all x P Σt,
(46)
9SAΣt :“ 9SA,0Σt , with the property that suptPT } 9SAΣt}I2pHΣt q ă 8 and } 9SAΣt ´ 9S
A,ǫu
Σt
}I2pHΣt q
ǫÓ0ÝÑ
0 for all t.
With this ingredient our infinitesimal version of Theorem 2.5 can be formulated as follows;
for technical convenience, we phrase it only for the special choice λA P GpAq defined in (38).
Theorem 2.8. Given A P C8c pR4,R4q, any smooth family of Cauchy surfaces Σ, cf. (17),
and t0, t1 P T , and one has
UAΣt1
´
PAΣt1
` SAΣt1
¯
UΣt1A ´ UAΣt0
´
PAΣt0
` SAΣt0
¯
UΣt0A “
ż t1
t0
UAΣtRptqUΣtA dt (47)
for a family of Hilbert-Schmidt operators Rptq, t P T , with suptPT }Rptq}I2pHΣt q ă 8. The
integral in (47) is understood in the weak sense.
Note that for the choice λ P GpAq, Σt1 “ Σ, Σt0 “ Σin one has P λΣin “ P´Σin , and the
restriction of (41) to Cauchy surface Σ yields property UAΣΣinP
´
Σin
UAΣinΣ ´ P λΣ P I2pHΣq, i.e.,
the key property (26). The proof of Theorem 2.8 given in Section 2.4 is the heart of this
work.
2.2 Proofs of Main Results
In this section, we prove the main results under the assumption that the claims in Section 2.1
are true. The proofs of these assumed claims are then provided in Sections 2.3-2.4. The
connection of how to infer the properties of CΣpAq from the properties of the operators P λΣ
is given by the following lemma.
Lemma 2.9. Let A P C8c pR4,R4q, Σ be a Cauchy surface, and λ P GpAq. Then for every
polarization V in HΣ, we have
V P CΣpAq ô P VΣ ´ P λΣ P I2pHΣq. (48)
Proof. By Definition 1.3, V P CΣpAq is equivalent to
P VΣ ´ UAΣΣinP´ΣinUAΣinΣ P I2pHΣq. (49)
On the other hand, Theorem 2.5 implies
P λΣ ´ UAΣΣinP´Σ UAΣinΣ P I2pHΣq. (50)
Thus, statement (49) is equivalent to P VΣ ´ P λΣ P I2pHΣq.
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Proof of Theorem 1.5. CΣpAq “ CΣp rAq holds true if and only if there are V P CΣpAq and
W P CΣp rAq such that
P VΣ ´ PWΣ P I2pHΣq. (51)
Let λ P GpAq and rλ P Gp rAq. In view of Lemma 2.9, statement (51) is equivalent to P λΣ´P rλΣ P
I2pHΣq. Due to Theorem 2.4 the latter is equivalent to A|TΣ “ rA|TΣ, which proves the
claim.
Proof of Thorem 1.6. Claim (i): Is is sufficient to prove that there exist V P CΣpAq and
W P CΛΣpΛApΛ´1¨qq such that LpS,Λq P VΣ pLpS,Λqq´1´PWΛΣ P I2pHΛΣq. We remark that for the
linear form A, ΛA stands for the linear form with coordinates Λµ
νAν , while for a vector x,
the term Λx stands for the vector with coordinates Λµνx
ν . We take λ P GpAq, e.g., λ “ λA
from (38). Thanks to Lemma 2.9, for all V P CΣpAq we have P VΣ ´ P λΣ P I2pHΣq. First,
let us discuss how such a P λΣ behaves under the Lorentz transforms L
pS,Λq. For ǫ ą 0 and
u P Past, the integral kernel pλ,ǫuΣ px, yq “ e´iλpx,yqp´py´x` iǫuq of P λ,ǫuΣ , cf. (35), transforms
as follows: The integral kernel of L
pS,Λq
Σ P
λ,ǫu
Σ pLpS,ΛqΣ q´1 is given by
Sp
λ,ǫu
Σ pΛ´1x,Λ´1yqS˚ “ e´iλpΛ
´1x,Λ´1yq S p´pΛ´1py ´ xq ` iǫuqqS˚
“ e´iλpΛ´1x,Λ´1yqp´py ´ x` iǫΛuq “ pλ,ǫΛuΛΣ px, yq, (52)
where λpx, yq “ λpΛ´1x,Λ´1yq. We claim λ P GpΛApΛ´1¨qq. Indeed, λ clearly fulfills condi-
tions (i)-(iii) of the Definition 2.2 of GpΛApΛ´1¨qq. It also fulfills condition (iv) since
B
Bxµλpx, yq
ˇˇ
y“x
“ BBxµλpΛ
´1x,Λ´1yqˇˇ
y“x
“ pΛ´1qνµ
B
Bzν λpz,Λ
´1yqˇˇ
z“Λ´1x,y“x
“ ΛµνAνpΛ´1xq (53)
and similarly Byµλpx, yq
ˇˇ
x“y
“ ´ΛµνAνpΛ´1xq, where we have used pΛ´1qνµ “ Λµν . This
shows L
pS,Λq
Σ P
λ,ǫu
Σ pLpS,ΛqΣ q´1 “ P λ,ǫΛuΣ , which implies LpS,ΛqΣ P λΣpLpS,ΛqΣ q´1 “ P λΣ in the limit as
ǫ Ó 0; recall from Lemma 2.3 that the limit does not depend on the choice of u,Λu P Past.
Again by Lemma 2.9, there is a W P CΛΣpΛApΛ´1¨qq such that PWΛΣ´P λΛΣ P I2pHΛΣq. We
conclude
L
pS,Λq
Σ P
V
Σ
´
L
pS,Λq
Σ
¯´1
´ PWΛΣ “ LpS,ΛqΣ
`
P VΣ ´ P λΣ
˘ ´
L
pS,Λq
Σ
¯´1
´
´
PWΛΣ ´ P λΛΣ
¯
P I2pHΛΣq.
(54)
Claim (ii): The integral kernel of e´iΩP λ,ǫuΣ e
iΩ for λ P GpAq, ǫ ą 0 and u P Past equals
e´iΩpxqp
λ,ǫu
Σ px, yqeiΩpyq “ e´iΩpxqe´iλpx,yqp´py ´ x` iǫuqeiΩpyq “ pλ,ǫuΣ px, yq, (55)
where λpx, yq “ Ωpxq`λpx, yq´Ωpyq, which clearly fulfills λ P GpA`BΩq; cf. Definition 2.2.
Taking the limit as ǫ Ó 0, the claim follows from the same kind of reasoning as in part (i).
Finally, one can also use the self-adjoint operator PAΣ from (39) to construct a unitary
operator eQ
A
Σ : HΣ ý which adapts the standard polarization H
´
Σ to one corresponding to
A|TΣ, more precisely, eQAΣH´Σ P CΣpAq. It is defined as follows:
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Definition 2.10. We set
QAΣ :“ rPAΣ , P´Σ s “ P`Σ pPAΣ ´ P´Σ qP´Σ ´ P´Σ pPAΣ ´ P´Σ qP`Σ . (56)
Proof of Theorem 1.7. In this proof, we use a 2 ˆ 2-matrix notation for linear operators of
the type HΣ ý. This matrix notation always refers to the splitting HΣ “ H`Σ ‘ H´Σ . In
particular, we set ˆ
∆`` ∆`´
∆´` ∆´´
˙
“ ∆P λAΣ “ PAΣ ´ P´Σ , (57)
cf. (36) for λ “ λA. Using this matrix notation, we write
QAΣ “
ˆ
0 ∆`´
´∆´` 0
˙
. (58)
In the following we use the notation X “ Y mod I2pHΣq to mean X ´ Y P I2pHΣq. By (iii)
of Lemma 2.3 we know that p∆P λAΣ q2 P I2pHΣq, and therefore
pPAΣ q2 “ pP´Σ `∆P λ
A
Σ q2 “ PAΣ `
ˆ´∆`` 0
0 ∆´´
˙
mod I2pHΣq. (59)
Furthermore, Lemma 2.9 implies for all V P CΣpAq that the corresponding orthogonal pro-
jector P VΣ fulfills P
A
Σ ´ P VΣ P I2pHΣq. However, this means also that pPAΣ q2 ´ PAΣ P I2pHΣq,
and therefore, ∆``,∆´´ P I2pHΣq; see (59). In conclusion, we obtain
PAΣ “ P´Σ `∆P λ
A
Σ “
ˆ
0 ∆`´
∆´` idH´
Σ
˙
mod I2pHΣq. (60)
Since p∆P λAΣ q2 P I2pHΣq we have ∆´`∆`´,∆´`∆`´ P I2pHΣq and hence pQAΣq2 P I2pHΣq;
cf. (58). Defining
ΠAΣ :“ eQ
A
ΣP´Σ e
´QA
Σ , (61)
we conclude
ΠAΣ “ pidHΣ `QAΣqP´Σ pidHΣ ´QAΣq “
ˆ
0 ∆`´
∆´` idH´
Σ
˙
“ PAΣ “ P VΣ mod I2pHΣq. (62)
Furthermore, we observe that eQ
A
Σ is unitary because QAΣ is skew-adjoint, so that Π
A
Σ is an
orthogonal projector. Summarizing, we have shown eQ
A
ΣH´Σ “ ΠAΣHΣ P CΣpAq, which proves
the claim of Theorem 1.7.
As an addendum we prove the refinement of Theorem 1.7 described in Remark 1.8. For
this it is left to show that chargepUAΣΣinH´Σin ,ΠAΣHΣq “ 0. We choose a future oriented
foliation pΣtqtPR of space-time such that Σ0 “ Σin and Σ1 “ Σ. Recall the choice of Σin
described in (7). The operators QAΣt are compact because they are skew-adjoint and pQAΣtq2 P
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I2pHΣtq. Hence, the operators e´Q
A
Σt are compact perturbations of the identity operators
idHΣt . Translating this fact to an interaction picture, the operators
Qt :“ U0ΣinΣte´Q
A
ΣtU0ΣtΣin (63)
are as well compact perturbations of the identity operator idHΣin . We define the evolution
operators in the interaction picture
Ut :“ U0ΣinΣtUAΣtΣin, (64)
which are continuous in t P R w.r.t. the operator norm; this follows from Lemma 3.9 in [3].
Moreover, using V «W ô P VΣ PWKΣ , P V KΣ PWΣ P I2pHΣq, the just proven Theorem 1.7 implies
eQ
A
ΣH´Σ « UAΣΣinH´Σin ñ P˘Σ e´Q
A
ΣUAΣΣinP
¯
Σin
P I2pHΣq (65)
ñ U0ΣinΣP˘Σ e´Q
A
ΣUAΣΣinP
¯
Σin
P I2pHΣq (66)
ñ P˘ΣinQtUtP¯Σin “ P˘Σ U0ΣinΣe´Q
A
ΣUAΣΣinP
¯
Σin
P I2pHΣinq. (67)
Since Qt´ idHΣin is compact, the operator P˘ΣinpQt´ idHΣin qUtP¯Σin is compact as well. Taking
the difference with the compact operator in (67) yields that P˘ΣinUtP
¯
Σin
is compact so thatˆ
P`ΣinUtP
`
Σin
0
0 P´ΣinUtP
´
Σin
˙
“ Ut ´
ˆ
0 P`ΣinUtP
´
Σin
P´ΣinUtP
`
Σin
0
˙
(68)
deviates from the unitary operator Ut by a compact perturbation, and hence, is a Fredholm
operator. This implies that P´ΣinUtP
´
Σin
ˇˇ
H
´
Σin
ý
is a Fredholm operator. We note that the
Fredholm index of P´ΣinUt“0P
´
Σin
ˇˇ
H
´
Σin
ý
“ id
H
´
Σin
equals zero. The map t ÞÑ P´ΣinUtP´Σin is
continuous in the operator norm which implies that the Fredholm index is constant, and
hence,
0 “ indexP´ΣinUt“1
ˇˇ
H
´
Σin
ý
“ indexP´ΣinU0ΣinΣUAΣΣin
ˇˇ
H
´
Σin
ý
“ indexP´Σ UAΣΣin
ˇˇ
H
´
Σin
ÑH´
Σ
“ indexP´Σ
ˇˇ
UA
ΣΣin
H
´
Σin
ÑH´
Σ
“ indexP´Σ e´Q
A
Σ
ˇˇ
UA
ΣΣin
H
´
Σin
ÑH´
Σ
“ index eQAΣP´Σ e´Q
A
Σ
ˇˇ
UA
ΣΣin
H
´
Σin
ÑΠA
Σ
HΣ
“ chargepUAΣΣinH´Σin,ΠAΣHΣq, (69)
where in the fifth equality we have used that e´Q
A
Σ is a compact perturbation of the identity.
This concludes the proofs of the main results under the condition that the claims in
Section 2.1 are true. The proofs of these claims will be provided in the next two sections.
2.3 Proof of Lemma 2.1, Lemma 2.3, and Theorem 2.4
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Given φ, ψ P CΣ, we set pφ “ FMΣφ and pψ “ FMΣψ where FMΣ is the
generalized Fourier transform
pFMΣψqppq “ {
p`m
2m
p2πq´3{2
ż
Σ
eipx iγpd4xqψpxq for ψ P CΣ, p PM, (70)
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introduced in Theorem 2.15 of [3]. This theorem ensures that pφppqpψppq ippd4pq is integrable
onM´. Let u P Past. With justifications given below, we compute the following.@
φ, P´Σ ψ
D “ lim
ǫÓ0
ż
pPM´
e´ǫpupφppq pψppq ippd4pq
m
(71)
“ 1p2πq3m limǫÓ0
ż
pPM´
e´ǫpu
ż
xPΣ
φpxq iγpd4xq e´ipx
ˆ {p`m
2m
˙2 ż
yPΣ
eipy iγpd4yqψpyq ippd4pq (72)
“ 1p2πq3m limǫÓ0
ż
pPM´
ż
xPΣ
φpxq iγpd4xq {
p `m
2m
ż
yPΣ
eippy´x`iǫuq iγpd4yqψpyq ippd4pq (73)
“ 1p2πq3m limǫÓ0
ż
xPΣ
φpxq iγpd4xq
ż
yPΣ
ż
pPM´
{p`m
2m
eippy´x`iǫuq ippd4pq iγpd4yqψpyq (74)
“ lim
ǫÓ0
ż
xPΣ
φpxq iγpd4xq
ż
yPΣ
p´py ´ x` iǫuq iγpd4yqψpyq. (75)
The interchange of the p-integral and the limit ǫ Ó 0 in (71) is justified by dominated con-
vergence since pφppqpψppqippd4pq is integrable on M´ and by |e´ǫpu| ď 1 for ǫ ą 0, p PM´.
In the step from (71) to (72) we have used (70) and that γ0pγµq˚γ0 “ γµ, from (72) to
(73) that {p2 “ p2 and that p2 “ m2 for p P M´. In the step from (73) to (74) we have
used Fubini’s theorem to interchange the integrals. This is justified because φ and ψ are
bounded and compactly supported, and because for any given ǫ ą 0, |eippy´x`iǫuq| “ e´ǫpu
tends exponentially fast to 0 as |p| Ñ 8, p PM´. This proves the claim (29).
Now we prove the claimed properties of D and p´. For any w P R4` iPast, the modulus
|eipw| “ e´p Imw tends exponentially fast to 0 as |p| Ñ 8, p PM´. Consequently, exchanging
differentiation and integration in the following calculation is justified:
p´pwq “ 1p2πq3m
ż
M´
´i{Bw `m
2m
eipw ippd4pq
“ 1p2πq3m
´i{Bw `m
2m
ż
M´
eipw ippd4pq “ ´i
{B `m
2m
Dpwq. (76)
To show the second equality in (31), we proceed as follows: First, we show that w P R4`iPast
implies ´wµwµ P CzR´0 “ domainp
?¨q. We take w “ z ` iu with z P R4 and u P Past,
and assume ´wµwµ P R. Then 0 “ Impwµwµq “ 2zµuµ, i.e., z is orthogonal to u in the
Minkowski sense. Because u is time-like, we conclude that z is space-like or zero. We
obtain wµw
µ “ Repwµwµq “ zµzµ ´ uµuµ ă 0, i.e., ´wµwµ P domainp
?¨q. It follows that?´wµwµ P R` ` iR “ domainpK1q. In particular,
rD : R4 ` iPast Q w ÞÑ ´m3
2π2
K1pm?´wµwµq
m
?´wµwµ (77)
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is a well-defined holomorphic function. Because |eipw| decays fast as |p| Ñ 8, p P M´,
uniformly for w in any compact subset of R4 ` iPast,
D : R4 ` iPast Q w ÞÑ 1p2πq3m
ż
M´
eipw ippd4pq (78)
is also a holomorphic function. We need to show D “ rD. By the identity theorem for
holomorphic functions, it suffices to show that the restrictions of D and rD to iPast coincide.
Given w “ iu P iPast, we choose a proper, orthochronous Lorentz transform Λ P SOÒp1, 3q Ď
R4ˆ4 that maps u to the negative time axis:
Λu “ ´te0 “ p´t, 0, 0, 0q with t “
a
uµuµ “
a´wµwµ ą 0. (79)
By Lorentz invariance of the volume-form ippd4pq onM´, we knowż
M´
eipw ippd4pq “
ż
M´
eipΛw ippd4pq (80)
and
?´wµwµ “
a´pΛwqµpΛwqµ. Summarizing, we have reduced the claim D “ rD to its
special case Dpwq “ rDpwq for w “ ´ite0, t “ ?´wµwµ ą 0. This special case is proven as
follows. Using
ippd4pq “ m
2
p0
d3p on pTpMq3, (81)
rotational symmetry, and the substitution
s “
?
k2 `m2
m
, k “ m
?
s2 ´ 1, m2s ds “ k dk, (82)
we obtain with the abbreviation Eppq “
a
p2 `m2:ż
M´
eipw ippd4pq “ ´m2
ż
R3
e´Eppqt
d3p
Eppq
“ ´4πm2
ż 8
0
exp
´
´t
?
k2 `m2
¯ k2 dk?
k2 `m2
“ ´4πm4
ż 8
1
e´mts
?
s2 ´ 1 ds “ ´4πm4K1pmtq
mt
, (83)
using the definition of K1 in (32), and hence, the claim Dp´ite0q “ rDp´ite0q.
The representation (77) of D shows also that D can be analytically extended to all
arguments w P C4 with ´wµwµ P domainp
?¨q “ CzR´0 . The same holds true for p´ “
p2mq´1p´i{B `mqD. To sum up, p´ has an analytic continuation p´ : domainprq Ñ C4ˆ4,
which also concludes the proof of Lemma 2.1.
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Proof of Lemma 2.3. We remark that most of the arguments in this proof are valid without
regularization, i.e., also in the case ǫ “ 0. This is in contrast to Section 2.4 below, where the
regularization with ǫ ą 0 turns out to be very useful.
Let A P C8c pR4,R4q, λ P GpAq, and Σ be a Cauchy surface. Before proving the claim
(34)-(35) it will be convenient to introduce the operators ∆P λ,ǫuΣ , ǫ ě 0, which shall act on
any ψ P HΣ as´
∆P λ,ǫuΣ ψ
¯
pxq “
ż
yPΣ
pe´iλpx,yq ´ 1qp´py ´ x` iǫuq iγpd4yqψpyq, (84)
where the fixed vector u P R4 is past-directed time-like. We remark that the special case
ǫ “ 0 is included in the form ∆P λ,0Σ “ ∆P λΣ; cf. (36).
We show now that ∆P λ,ǫuΣ : HΣ ý is well-defined. Recall the parametrization πΣpxq of
Σ as stated in (13) and the identity iγpd4xq “ Γpxq d3x on pTxΣq3 given in (19). We use the
abbreviation x “ πΣpxq, y “ πΣpyq in the following. Line (84) can be recast into´
∆P λ,ǫuΣ ψ
¯
pxq “
ż
R3
∆pλ,ǫuΣ px,yqΓpyqψpyq d3y for (85)
∆pλ,ǫuΣ px,yq :“
`
e´iλpx,yq ´ 1˘ p´py ´ x` iǫuq. (86)
To show at the same time that the right-hand side of (85), i.e., (84), is well-defined for
ψ P HΣ and almost every x P Σ, and that ∆P λ,ǫΣ ψ P HΣ, it suffices to prove that for every
φ P HΣ, we haveż
xPR3
ż
yPR3
ˇˇˇ
φpxqΓpxq∆pλ,ǫuΣ px,yqΓpyqψpyq
ˇˇˇ
d3y ď C2}φ}}ψ} (87)
with some constant C2pu, Vmaxq. We collect the necessary ingredients:
• As λ is smooth and vanishes on the diagonal, there is a positive constant C3pλq such
that
|e´iλpx,yq ´ 1| ď C3|x´ y|r1Kpxq _ 1Kpyqs for x, y P R4. (88)
Note that this bound holds globally, not only locally close to the diagonal, because
e´iλ ´ 1 is bounded and vanishes outside K ˆ R4 Y R4 ˆK for some compact set K.
• The bounds (28) from the appendix, cf. (15), show that for all x, y P Σ and pz0, zq “
z “ y ´ x we find |z| ď |z| ď
a
1` Vmax2|z|.
• Formula (238) in Corollary A.1 of the Appendix ensures for all ǫ ě 0 that for all
z “ pz0, zq such that z “ y ´ x for x, y P Σ and z ‰ 0 that
}p´pz ` iǫuq} ď Ou,Vmax
ˆ
e´CD |z|
|z|3
˙
. (89)
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Thanks to these ingredients we find the estimate
}∆pλ,ǫuΣ px,yq} ď C4
e´CD |y´x|
|y ´ x|2 r1Kpxq _ 1Kpyqs (90)
for all x, y P Σ such that y ´ x ‰ 0 and ǫ ě 0 with some constant C4pu, Vmax, λq. Conse-
quently, using the bound for Γ from (20), we have the dominating function
sup
ǫě0
ˇˇˇ
φpxqΓpxq∆pλ,ǫuΣ px,yqΓpyqψpyq
ˇˇˇ
ď C4Γmax2|φpxq|e
´CD |y´x|
|y ´ x|2 |ψpyq|, (91)
which is integrable, as the following calculation shows:
C4Γmax
2
ż
xPR3
ż
yPR3
|φpxq|e
´CD |y´x|
|y ´ x|2 |ψpyq| d
3y d3x (92)
“ C4Γmax2
ż
zPR3
e´CD |z|
|z|2
ż
xPR3
|φpπΣpxqq||ψpπΣpx` zqq| d3x d3z (93)
ď 4πC4Γmax2
ż 8
0
e´CDs ds }φ ˝ πΣ}2}ψ ˝ πΣ}2 (94)
ď C2}φ} }ψ}, (95)
for a constant C2pu, Vmax, λq. In the step from (93) to (94) we use the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality, and in the step from (94) to (95), we use that the norms }¨ ˝ πΣ}2 and }¨} are
equivalent. On the one hand, this proves claim (87), which implies that the operators
∆P λ,ǫuΣ : HΣ ý described in (85) and (86) are well-defined for all ǫ ě 0 and bounded by
sup
ǫě0
}∆P λ,ǫuΣ }HΣý ď C2. (96)
On the other hand, we use again the integrable domination from (91) together with the
point-wise convergence
lim
ǫÓ0
p´py ´ x` iǫuq “ p´py ´ xq (97)
for x, y P Σ with x ‰ y; cf. the analytic continuation of p´ described in Lemma 2.1. Using
these ingredients, the dominated convergence theorem yields the following convergence in
the weak operator topology:A
φ,∆P λ,ǫuΣ ψ
E
ǫÓ0ÝÑ @φ,∆P λΣψD for φ, ψ P HΣ. (98)
The next argument needs this fact only restricted to φ, ψ P CΣ. Using the notation (35) and
Lemma 2.1, we get for φ, ψ P CΣA
φ, P
λ,ǫu
Σ ψ
E
“ @φ, P 0,ǫuΣ ψD` Aφ,∆P λ,ǫuΣ ψE ǫÓ0ÝÑ @φ, P´Σ ψD` @φ,∆P λΣψD . (99)
Because P´Σ ,∆P
λ
Σ : HΣ ý are bounded operators and CΣ is dense in HΣ, this implies that
P λΣ :“ P´Σ `∆P λΣ : HΣ ý (100)
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is the unique bounded operator that satisfies (34), together with the bound
}P λΣ}HΣý ď }P´Σ }HΣý ` }∆P λΣ}HΣý ď 1` C2pu, Vmax, λq (101)
coming from (96). Note that we may take any fixed u P Past, e.g., u “ p´1, 0, 0, 0q, in this
bound and in the bounds below.
Next, we show that Kλ :“ |∆P λΣ|2 is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. It is the integral
operator (here written in 3-vector notation)
Kλψpxq “
ż
R3
kλpx,yqΓpyqψpyqd3y (102)
for ψ P HΣ and almost all x P Σ with the integral kernel
kλpx,yq “
ż
R3
γ0∆pλ,0Σ px, zq˚γ0Γpzq∆pλ,0Σ pz,yq d3z. (103)
We remark that under the symmetry assumption λpx, yq “ ´λpy, xq, we have
γ0∆pλ,0Σ px, zq˚γ0 “ ∆pλ,0Σ pz,xq; (104)
cf. formula (110) below. Thanks to the estimate (90) we find
››kλpx,yq›› ď ΓmaxC42 ż
R3
e´CD |x´z|
|x´ z|2
e´CD |z´y|
|z´ y|2 p1Kpxq _ 1Kpzqqp1Kpzq _ 1Kpyqq d
3z. (105)
Next, we use the bound
e´CD |x´z|e´CD|z´y|p1Kpxq _ 1Kpzqqp1Kpzq _ 1Kpyqq ď C5e´CDp|y´x|`|x|q{2 (106)
with the constant C5pλ, Vmaxq “ supzPK eCD |z|{2. Substituting this bound in (105) and carry-
ing out the integration yields
}kλpx,yq} ď ΓmaxC42C5e´CDp|y´x|`|x|q{2
ż
R3
d3z
|x´ z|2|z´ y|2 “ C6
e´CDp|y´x|`|x|q{2
|y ´ x| (107)
for a finite constant C6pλ, Vmaxq. We can therefore bound the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of Kλ
as follows:
}Kλ}2I2pHΣq “
ż
R3
ż
R3
tracerγ0kλpx,yq˚γ0Γpxqkλpx,yqΓpyqs d3x d3y
ď 4Γmax2
ż
R3
ż
R3
}kλpx,yq}2 d3x d3y
ď 4Γmax2C62
ż
R3
ż
R3
e´CDp|y´x|`|x|q
|y ´ x|2 d
3x d3y ă 8. (108)
This proves thatKλ “ |∆P λΣ|2 is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, and therefore, ∆P λΣ is compact.
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To prove part (iv) of Lemma 2.3, we assume λpx, yq “ ´λpy, xq for all x, y P Σ. From the
symmetries Dpw˚q “ Dpwq˚ and Dp´wq “ Dpwq for all w P domainprq and pγµq˚ “ γ0γµγ0,
we conclude
p´p´w˚q “ γ0p´pwqγ0, (109)
and hence, using the assumed symmetry of λ,
γ0
`
e´iλpy,xqp´py ´ x` iǫuq
˘˚
γ0 “ e´iλpx,yqp´px´ y ` iǫuq (110)
for x, y P Σ, ǫ ą 0 and u P Past. Substituting this in the specification (34)-(35) of P λΣ, it
follows that P λΣ is self-adjoint and concludes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 2.4. To show the equivalence we need to control of the kernel of P λΣ ´ P rλΣ
from above and from below. Let ∆A : R3 Ñ R3 be the vector field on R3 with
∆Apxq ¨ z “ pAµpxq ´ rAµpxqqzµ (111)
for any x “ px0,xq P Σ and z “ pz0, zq P TxΣ. Then for any x “ px0,xq P Σ, Apxq|TxΣ “rApxq|TxΣ holds if and only if ∆Apxq “ 0. From λ P GpAq and λ P Gp rAq, see Definition 2.2,
we get the Taylor expansions
e´iλpx,yq “ 1` iAµpxqpyµ ´ xµq `Oλp|x´ y|2qp1Kpxq _ 1Kpyqq, (112)
e´i
rλpx,yq “ 1` i rAµpxqpyµ ´ xµq `Orλp|x´ y|2qp1Kpxq _ 1Kpyqq, (113)
y0 ´ x0 “ ∇tΣpxq ¨ py ´ xq `OΣp|x ´ y|2q (114)
for y, x P Σ from which we conclude
e´iλpx,yq ´ e´irλpx,yq “ i∆Apxq ¨ py ´ xq ` r1px,yq (115)
with an error term r1 that fulfills for any x, y P Σ
|r1px,yq| ď Oλ,rλ,Vmaxp|x´ y|2q p1Kpxq _ 1Kpyqq , (116)
where we used |x ´ y| “ OVmaxp|x ´ y|q due to (15). Note that the bound (116) holds not
only locally near the diagonal but also globally for x, y P Σ because e´iλ ´ e´irλ is bounded
and λ and rλ vanish outside K ˆR4 YR4 ˆK for some compact set K Ă R4. For φ, ψ P HΣ
formula (36) from Lemma 2.3 impliesA
φ, pP λΣ ´ P rλΣqψ
E
“
ż
xPΣ
φpxq iγpd4xq
ż
yPΣ
pe´iλpx,yq ´ e´irλpx,yqqp´py ´ xq iγpd4yqψpyq
“
ż
xPR3
ż
yPR3
φpxq˚γ0Γpxqrt1px, yq ` t2px, yqsγ0Γpyqψpyq d3y d3x (117)
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with
t1px, yq “ i∆Apxq ¨ py ´ xqp´py ´ xqγ0, (118)
t2px, yq “ r1px,yqp´py ´ xqγ0, (119)
where we use the abbreviations x “ πΣpxq, y “ πΣpyq again, and Γ is defined in (19). We
have introduced two extra factors γ0 in (117) in order to have a positive-definite weight γ0Γ.
We claim that the kernel t2px, yqγ0 gives rise to a Hilbert-Schmidt-operator T2. Indeed,
using the bound (20) for Γ, the bound (238) from Corollary A.1 in the appendix for p´, and
the bound (116) for r1, we have
}T2}2I2pHΣq “
ż
xPR3
ż
yPR3
tracert2px, yq˚γ0Γpxqt2px, yqγ0Γpyqs d3y d3x
ď C7
ż
xPR3
ż
yPR3
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇe´CD |y´x|
2
|y ´ x|
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
p1Kpxq ` 1Kpyqq d3y d3x ď C8 ă 8 (120)
for some constants C7 and C8 that depend on Σ, λ, λ˜.
If A|TΣ “ rA|TΣ then ∆A “ 0. This implies t1 “ 0 and therefore P λΣ ´ P rλΣ “ T2 is a
Hilbert-Schmidt operator. This proves the “ð” part of the claim (40).
Conversely, let us assume that A|TΣ “ rA|TΣ does not hold. Then we can take some
x0 P R3 with ∆Apx0q ‰ 0. By continuity of ∆A, we have infxPU |∆Apxq| ą 0 for some
neighborhood U of x. Furthermore there is a constant C9pVmaxq such that γ0Γpxq ´ C9 is
positive-semidefinite for all x “ px0,xq P Σ. Consequently, we get the following bound for
all x P U and y P R3:
trace
”
t1px,yq˚γ0Γpxqt1px,yqγ0Γpyq
ı
ě C92 trace
”
t1px,yq˚t1px,yq
ı
ě C10|∆Apxq ¨ py ´ xq|2}p´py ´ xq}2 ě C11|∆Apxq ¨ py ´ xq|2
ˆ
e´m|y´x|
|y ´ x|3
˙2
. (121)
with two positive constants C10 and C11 depending on Vmax. In the last step, we have used
the lower bound (239) for }p´} from Corollary A.2 in the appendix. Because the lower bound
given in (121) is not integrable over px,yq P U ˆ R4, we conclude that T1 is not a Hilbert-
Schmidt operator. Because T2 is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, this implies that P
λ
Σ ´ P rλΣ
cannot be a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Thus, we have proven part “ñ” of the Theorem.
2.4 Proof of Theorem 2.8
This section contains the centerpiece of this work. The proof of Theorem 2.8 will be given
at the end of this section. To show that the claimed equality (47) holds, we analyze the
difference of matrix elementsA
φ, pPAΣt1 ` S
A
Σt1
qψ
E
´
A
φ, pPAΣt0 ` S
A
Σt0
qψ
E
(122)
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for ψ, φ P CA. This is done in two steps. First, using Stokes’ theorem, we provide a formula
for the derivative w.r.t. the flow parameter of the family of Cauchy surfaces pΣtqtPT in
Lemma 2.11 and Corollary 2.12. Second, we give the relevant estimates on this derivative in
Lemmas 2.13-2.15 which are summarized in Corollary 2.16, and conclude with the proof of
Theorem 2.8.
For the first step, the following notations for the Dirac operators acting from the left and
from the right, respectively, are convenient:
DAψpxq “ DAx ψpxq :“ pi{Bx ´ {Apxq ´mqψpxq, (123)
φpyqÐÝDA “ φpyqÐÝDAy :“ φpyqp´i
ÐÝ{By ´ {Apyq ´mq “ DAy φpyq, (124)
where fpyqÐÝ{By “ fpyqÐÝ{B :“ Bµfpyqγµ.
Lemma 2.11. Let k : R4 ˆ R4 Ñ C4ˆ4 be a smooth function. Let φ, ψ P CA. Then for any
t P T we have
d
dt
ż
xPΣt
ż
yPΣt
φpxq iγpd4xq kpx, yqiγpd4yqψpyq
“ ´i
ż
xPΣt
ż
yPΣt
φpxq iγpd4xqDAt kpx, yqiγpd4yqψpyq (125)
with
DAt kpx, yq :“ vtpxq{ntpxqDAx kpx, yq ´ kpx, yq
ÐÝ
DAy vtpyq{ntpyq. (126)
Proof. Assume that φ1, ψ1 : R4 Ñ C4 are smooth functions with suppφ1 X suppψ1 Ď K `
Causal for some compact set K Ă R4.
We set
Σt0t1 :“ tpx, tq P Σ| t0 ď t ď t1u (127)
for any real numbers t0 ď t1. By Stokes’ theorem, we have:˜ż
Σt1
´
ż
Σt0
¸
φ1pxq iγpd4xqψ1pxq “
ż
Σt0t1
drφ1pxq iγpd4xqψ1pxqs. (128)
We calculate:
drφ1pxqiγpd4xqψ1pxqs “ Bµpφ1pxqγµψ1pxqq d4x
“ pBµφ1pxqqγµψ1pxq d4x` φ1pxqγµBµψ1pxq d4x
“ {Bφ1pxqψ1pxq d4x` φ1pxq{Bψ1pxq d4x
“ iDAφ1pxqψ1pxq d4x´ iφ1pxqDAψ1pxq d4x, (129)
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see also the calculation from (17) to (20) in [3]. Integration yields˜ż
Σt1
´
ż
Σt0
¸
φ1pxq iγpd4xqψ1pxq
“ i
ż
Σt0t1
rDAφ1pxqψ1pxq ´ φ1pxqDAψ1pxqs d4x
“ i
ż t1
t0
ż
Σt
rDAφ1pxqψ1pxq ´ φ1pxqDAψ1pxqs ivtntpd4xq dt. (130)
Differentiating this with respect to the upper boundary t1, we conclude
d
dt
ż
Σt
φ1pxq iγpd4xqψ1pxq
“ i
ż
Σt
rDAφ1pxqψ1pxq ´ φ1pxqDAψ1pxqs ivtntpd4xq
“ i
ż
Σt
rφ1pxqÐÝDAvtpxq{ntpxqiγpd4xqψ1pxq ´ φ1pxqiγpd4xqvtpxq{ntpxqDAψ1pxqs, (131)
using (19). In the special case φ1 P CA this boils down to
d
dt
ż
Σt
φ1pxq iγpd4xqψ1pxq “ ´i
ż
Σt
φ1pxq iγpd4xq vtpxq{ntpxqDAψ1pxq, (132)
while in the special case ψ1 P CA it boils down to
d
dt
ż
Σt
φ1pxq iγpd4xqψ1pxq “ i
ż
Σt
φ1pxqÐÝDAvtpxq{ntpxq iγpd4xqψ1pxq. (133)
We consider the function
F : T ˆ T Ñ C, F ps, tq :“
ż
xPΣs
ż
yPΣt
φpxq iγpd4xq kpx, yq iγpd4yqψpyq. (134)
We apply (132) to φ1 “ φ and ψ1pxq “ ş
yPΣt
kpx, yqiγpd4yqψpyq to get
B
BsF ps, tq “ ´i
ż
xPΣs
ż
yPΣt
φpxq iγpd4xq vspxq{nspxqDAx kpx, yq iγpd4yqψpyq. (135)
Similarly, we apply (133) to φ1pyq “ ş
yPΣt
φpxq iγpd4xq kpx, yq and ψ1 “ ψ to get
B
BtF ps, tq “ i
ż
xPΣs
ż
yPΣt
φpxq iγpd4xq kpx, yq
ÐÝ
DAy vtpyq{ntpyq iγpd4yqψpyq. (136)
From the chain rule, claim (125) follows:
d
dt
F pt, tq
“ ´i
ż
xPΣs
ż
yPΣt
φpxq iγpd4xqrvtpxq{ntpxqDAx kpx, yq ´ kpx, yq
ÐÝ
DAy vtpyq{ntpyqs iγpd4yqψpyq.
(137)
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From formula (125) and the chain rule, we immediately get the following corollary.
Corollary 2.12. For any smooth function k : R4ˆR4ˆ T Ñ C4ˆ4, px, y, tq ÞÑ ktpx, yq, any
φ, ψ P CA, and any t P T we have
d
dt
ż
xPΣt
ż
yPΣt
φpxq iγpd4xq ktpx, yqiγpd4yqψpyq
“
ż
xPΣt
ż
yPΣt
φpxq iγpd4xq
„
´iDAt kpx, yq `
Bkt
Bt px, yq

iγpd4yqψpyq. (138)
This completes step one, and next, we turn to the relevant estimates. In the following
calculations for fixed t P T , we drop the index t in v “ vt and n “ nt. Also, the t–dependence
of the remainder terms r... is suppressed in the notation below, as we have uniformity in t of
the error bounds. Recall from equation (42) that Eµ “ Fµνnν denotes the “electric field” of
the electromagnetic field Fµν “ BµAν ´ BνAµ with respect to the local Cauchy surface Σ.
Lemma 2.13. For u P Past, ǫ ą 0, and x, y P R4, let
pA,ǫupx, yq :“ e´iλApx,yqp´py ´ x` iǫuq (139)
with λA defined in (38). Then for t P T , x, y P Σt, z “ pz0, zq “ y ´ x, and w “ z ` iǫu we
have
DAt p
A,ǫupx, yq
“1
2
vpxq{npxqγνFµνpxqzµpA,ǫupx, yq ` 1
2
pA,ǫupx, yqγνFµνpyqzµvpyq{npyq ` r2px, y, ǫuq (140)
“´ i
2m
vpxqzµEµpxq{BDpwq ` r3px, y, ǫuq ` r4px, y, ǫuq (141)
with error terms
r2 “ OA,u,Σ
ˆ
e´CD|z|
|z|
˙
r1Kpxq _ 1Kpyqs, (142)
r3 “ OA,u,Σ
ˆ
e´CD|z|
|z|
˙
r1Kpxq _ 1Kpyqs, (143)
r4 “ OA,u,Σ
ˆ?
ǫ
e´CD |z|
|z|5{2
˙
r1Kpxq _ 1Kpyqs (144)
for any compact set K containing the support of A. For any two different points x ‰ y in
Σt, the limit r3px, y, 0q :“ limǫÓ0 r3px, y, ǫuq exists.
Proof. We calculate for x, y P Σt, u P Past, and ǫ ą 0:
DAx re´iλ
Apx,yqp´py ´ x` iǫuqs
“ r{BxλApx, yq ´ {Apxqse´iλApx,yqp´py ´ x` iǫuq ` e´iλApx,yqpi{Bx ´mqp´py ´ x` iǫuq
“ r{BxλApx, yq ´ {ApxqspA,ǫupx, yq, because pi{Bx ´mqp´py ´ x` iǫuq “ 0. (145)
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Using the definition (38) of λA, we get
{BxλApx, yq ´ {Apxq “ 1
2
γνrAνpyq ´ Aνpxq ` pxµ ´ yµqBxνAµpxqs
“ 1
2
rγνFµνpxqpyµ ´ xµq ` r5px, yqs (146)
with the Taylor rest term
r5px, yq “ γνrAνpyq ´ Aνpxq ´ pyµ ´ xµqBxµAνpxqs “ OAp|x´ y|2qr1Kpxq _ 1Kpyqs
“ OAp|z|2qr1Kpxq _ 1Kpyqs with z “ y ´ x; (147)
cf. formula (28) in the appendix, which compares |z| with |z|. Recall that K denotes a
compact set containing the support of A. Similarly, we find
re´iλApx,yqp´py ´ x` iǫuqsÐÝDAy
“ e´iλApx,yqp´py ´ x` iǫuqr´{ByλApx, yq ´ {Apyqs ` p´py ´ x` iǫuqp´iÐÝ{By ´mqe´iλApx,yq
“ pA,ǫupx, yqr´{ByλApx, yq ´ {Apyqs. (148)
Using the symmetry λApx, yq “ ´λApy, xq and interchanging x and y, equation (146) can be
rewritten in the form
´ {ByλApx, yq ´ {Apyq “ 1
2
r´γνFµνpyqpyµ ´ xµq ` r5py, xqs . (149)
Combining this with the definition (126) of DAt , we find for x, y P Σt, z “ y ´ x
D
A
t p
A,ǫupx, yq
“ 1
2
vpxq{npxqrγνFµνpxqzµ ` r5px, yqspA,ǫupx, yq
` 1
2
pA,ǫupx, yqrγνFµνpyqzµ ´ r5py, xqsvpyq{npyq
“ 1
2
vpxq{npxqγνFµνpxqzµpA,ǫupx, yq ` 1
2
pA,ǫupx, yqγνFµνpyqzµvpyq{npyq ` r2px, y, ǫuq (150)
with the error term
r2px, y, ǫuq “ 1
2
vpxq{npxqr5px, yqpA,ǫupx, yq ´ 1
2
pA,ǫupx, yqr5py, xqvpyq{npyq
“ OA,u,Σ
ˆ
e´CD |z|
|z|
˙
r1Kpxq _ 1Kpyqs, (151)
for t P T , x, y P Σt, ǫ ą 0, u P Past. Here we used the bound (238) in Lemma A.1 in
the appendix for p´, the quadratic bound (147) for r5px, yq, and the fact that |vn|, being
continuous, is bounded on compact sets. This proves the claim given in (140) with the error
bound (142).
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It remains to prove the claim given in (141) with the bounds (143) and (144). Recall the
definitions of pA,ǫu and p´ given in (139) and (30), respectively. We have
pA,ǫupx, yq “ ´ i
2m
{BDpwq ` r6px, y, ǫuq (152)
with the error term
r6px, y, ǫuq “ 1
2
e´iλ
Apx,yqDpwq ` pe´iλApx,yq ´ 1qp´pz ` iǫuq “ OA,u,Σ
ˆ
e´CD |z|
|z|2
˙
(153)
using the bounds (232), (238) from the appendix and the Taylor bound
|e´iλApx,yq ´ 1| “ OAp|z|q ď OA,Σp|z|q, (154)
which follows from λA P GpAq, cf. Definition 2.2 and, once more, from the estimate (28) in
the appendix. Hence we get from (150)
D
A
t p
A,ǫupx, yq ´ r2px, y, ǫuq
“ 1
2
vpxq{npxqγνFµνpxqzµpA,ǫupx, yq ` 1
2
pA,ǫupx, yqγνFµνpyqzµvpyq{npyq
“ ´ i
4m
vpxq{npxqγνFµνpxqzµ {BDpwq ´ i
4m
{BDpwqγνFµνpyqzµvpyq{npyq ` r7px, y, ǫuq (155)
with the error term
r7 “ 1
2
vpxq{npxqγνFµνpxqzµr6 ` 1
2
r6γ
νFµνpyqzµvpyq{npyq “ OA,u,Σ
ˆ
e´CD |z|
|z|
˙
r1Kpxq _ 1Kpyqs.
(156)
We employ estimate (236) for BD from the appendix and the fact suppFµν Ď K to find
vpxq{npxqFµνpxqγνzµ {BDpwq “ vpxq{npxqFµνpxqγνwµ {BDpwq ` r8px, y, ǫuq (157)
{BDpwqγνFµνpyqzµvpyq{npyq “ {BDpwqγνFµνpyqwµvpyq{npyq ` r9px, y, ǫuq (158)
with the error terms
r8 “ ´vpxq{npxqFµνpxqγνiǫuµ {BDpwq “ OA,u,Σ
ˆ?
ǫ
e´CD |z|
|z|5{2
˙
1Kpxq, (159)
r9 “ ´{BDpwqγνFµνpyqiǫuµvpyq{npyq “ OA,u,Σ
ˆ?
ǫ
e´CD |z|
|z|5{2
˙
1Kpyq. (160)
Substituting this in (155), we conclude
DAt p
A,ǫupx, yq “ ´ i
4m
vpxq{npxqγνFµνpxqwµ {BDpwq ´ i
4m
{BDpwqγνFµνpyqwµvpyq{npyq
` pr2 ` r7 ` r10qpx, y, ǫuq (161)
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with the additional error term
r10 “ ´ i
4m
pr8 ` r9q “ OA,u,Σ
ˆ?
ǫ
e´CD |z|
|z|5{2
˙
r1Kpxq _ 1Kpyqs. (162)
The following “Lorentz symmetry relation” will be used several times in the calculations
below.
wνBµDpwq “ wµBνDpwq for w P domainprq. (163)
Equation (163) can be seen as follows. UsingD “ f˝r with fpξq “ ´m3p2π2q´1K1pmξq{pmξq
from (31) and Bµrpwq “ ´ wµrpwq , we obtain wνBµDpwq “ ´wνwµrpwq f 1prpwqq “ wµBνDpwq.
Using the anticommutator relation tγµ, γνu “ 2gµν for the Dirac-matrices three times
and the Lorentz symmetry relation (163), we calculate
vpxq{npxqFµνpxqγνwµ{BDpwq “ r{npxqγν {wsvpxqFµνpxqBµDpwq
“r2nνpxq {w ´ 2γνnσpxqwσ ` 2wν {npxq ´ {wγν {npxqsvpxqFµνpxqBµDpwq
“2nνpxq {wvpxqFµνpxqBµDpwq (164)
´ 2γνnσpxqwσvpxqFµνpxqBµDpwq (165)
` 2wν {npxqvpxqFµνpxqBµDpwq (166)
´ {wγν {npxqvpxqFµνpxqBµDpwq. (167)
For the first term (164), using the Lorentz symmetry (163) again, we get
(164) “ 2nνpxq {wvpxqFµνpxqBµDpwq “ 2vpxqwµEµpxq{BDpwq
“ 2vpxqzµEµpxq{BDpwq ` r11px, y, ǫuq (168)
with the error term
r11 “ 2vpxqiǫuµEµpxq{BDpwq “ OA,u,Σ
ˆ?
ǫ
e´CD |z|
|z|5{2
˙
1Kpxq, (169)
where in the last step we have used estimate (236) once more. For the second term (165),
we use nσpxqzσ “ OΣp|z|2q, which holds because of x, y P Σt and npxq K TxΣt, to get
(165) “ ´2γνnσpxqwσvpxqFµνpxqBµDpwq “ r12px, y, ǫuq ` r13px, y, ǫuq (170)
with the error terms
r12 “ ´2γνnσpxqzσvpxqFµνpxqBµDpwq “ OA,u,Σ
ˆ
e´CD |z|
|z|
˙
1Kpxq, (171)
r13 “ ´2γνnσpxqiǫuσvpxqFµνpxqBµDpwq “ OA,u,Σ
ˆ?
ǫ
e´CD |z|
|z|5{2
˙
1Kpxq. (172)
We have used the estimates (234) and, once more, (236). The contribution of the third term
(166) is zero, i.e.
(166) “ 2wν {npxqvpxqFµνpxqBµDpwq “ 0, (173)
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because of symmetry wνBµDpwq “ wµBνDpwq, cf. (163), and antisymmetry Fµν “ ´Fνµ. To
express the fourth term (167), we use the Lorentz symmetry relation (163) again and replace
x by y up to the following error term:
r14px, yq “ Fµνpxqvpxq{npxq ´ Fµνpyqvpyq{npyq “ OA,Σp|z|qr1Kpxq _ 1Kpyqs. (174)
We obtain for the fourth term (167):
(167) “ ´{wBµDpwqγν {npxqvpxqFµνpxq “ ´wµ {BDpwqγνFµνpxqvpxq{npxq
“ ´{BDpwqγνFµνpyqwµvpyq{npyq ` r15px, y, ǫuq (175)
with the error term
r15 “ wµ {BDpwqγνr14 “ OA,u,Σ
ˆ
e´CD |z|
|z|
˙
r1Kpxq _ 1Kpyqs. (176)
We have used estimate (235) from the appendix and the bound (174). The expressions (168),
(170), (173) and (175) of the four terms (164)-(167) give
vpxq{npxqFµνpxqγνwµ {BDpwq “ (164)` (165)` (166)` (167) (177)
“r2vpxqzµEµpxq{BDpwq ` r11s ` rr12 ` r13s ` 0` r´{BDpwqγνFµνpyqwµvpyq{npyq ` r15s,
which can be rewritten in the form
vpxq{npxqFµνpxqγνwµ {BDpwq ` {BDpwqγνFµνpyqwµvpyq{npyq
“ 2vpxqzµEµpxq{BDpwq ` r16px, y, ǫuq ` r17px, y, ǫuq (178)
with the error terms
r16 “ r12 ` r15 “ OA,u,Σ
ˆ
e´CD |z|
|z|
˙
r1Kpxq _ 1Kpyqs, (179)
r17 “ r11 ` r13 “ OA,u,Σ
ˆ?
ǫ
e´CD |z|
|z|5{2
˙
r1Kpxq _ 1Kpyqs. (180)
We have used the estimates (171) and (176) to bound r16 and the estimates (169) and (172)
to bound r17. Substituting this result in equation (161) together with the error bounds (151),
(156) and (162), we infer
D
A
t p
A,ǫupx, yq
“ ´ i
4m
vpxq{npxqFµνpxqγνwµ {BDpwq ´ i
4m
{BDpwqγνFµνpyqwµvpyq{npyq ` r2 ` r7 ` r10
“´ i
2m
vpxqzµEµpxq{BDpwq ` r3 ` r4 (181)
with the error terms
r3px, y, ǫuq “ r2 ` r7 ´ i
4m
r16 “ OA,u,Σ
ˆ
e´CD |z|
|z|
˙
r1Kpxq _ 1Kpyqs, (182)
r4px, y, ǫuq “ r10 ´ i
4m
r17 “ OA,u,Σ
ˆ?
ǫ
e´CD|z|
|z|5{2
˙
r1Kpxq _ 1Kpyqs. (183)
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This proves the claim given in (141) with the bounds (143), (144). Recall that despite
the uniformity in ǫ of the bound given in (182), r3 “ r3px, y, ǫuq depends on ǫ. To ensure
existence of the limit limǫÓ0 r3px, y, ǫuq for two different points x, y P Σt from the explicit form
of r3, we observe that z “ y ´ x is space-like, and hence z P domain r. As a consequence,
the functions D and BµD are continuous at z, cf. Lemma 2.1, which implies the claim.
In the following, we abbreviate Bµ “ B{Bwµ. Recall the notation rpwq “ ?´wµwµ from
(27).
Lemma 2.14. For w P domainprq and µ “ 0, 1, 2, 3, one has
Bµrrpwq2{BDpwqs “ 2wµ{BDpwq ´ γµwνBνDpwq ` {wwµm2Dpwq. (184)
Proof. The function D fulfills the Klein-Gordon equation
pl `m2qDpwq “ 0, w P domainprq. (185)
Indeed, for w P R4 ` iPast, this can be seen from the definition (31) of D as follows:
Because of the fast convergence of eipw to 0 as |p| Ñ 8, p P M´, we can interchange the
Klein-Gordon-operator with the integral in the following calculation:
pl `m2qDpwq “ p2πq´3m´1
ż
M´
plw `m2qeipw ippd4pq
“ p2πq´3m´1
ż
M´
p´p2 `m2qeipw ippd4pq “ 0. (186)
By analytic continuation, the Klein-Gordon equation (185) follows for all w P domainprq.
Equation (184) is proven by the following calculation:
Bµrrpwq2 {BDpwqs “ ´Bµrwνwν {BDpwqs
(163)“ ´Bµrwν {wBνDpwqs
“ ´{wBµDpwq ´ wνγµBνDpwq ´ wν {wBµBνDpwq
“ ´{wBµDpwq ´ wνγµBνDpwq ´ {wBνpwνBµDpwqq ` {wpBνwνqBµDpwq
“ 3 {wBµDpwq ´ wνγµBνDpwq ´ {wBνpwνBµDpwqq
(163)“ 3 {wBµDpwq ´ wνγµBνDpwq ´ {wBνpwµBνDpwqq
“ 2 {wBµDpwq ´ wνγµBνDpwq ´ {wwµlDpwq
(163),(185)“ 2wµ {BDpwq ´ γµwνBνDpwq ` {wwµm2Dpwq. (187)
Recall the definition of the helper object sA,ǫuΣ px, yq “ rp{n {Eqpxqsrpr2 {BDqpwqs{p8mq intro-
duced in Definition 2.6. The properties of sA,ǫuΣ px, yq claimed in Lemma 2.7 follow analo-
gously to the arguments used in (92)–(95), i.e., from the bound (233) given in Corollary A.1
in the appendix, the compact support of E, boundedness of Bp{nt {Etq{Bt, and the dominated
convergence theorem.
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Lemma 2.15. For t P R, x, y P Σt, z “ y ´ x, u P Past, and ǫ ą 0 we have
DAt s
A,ǫu
Σ px, yq “
i
2m
vtpxqzµEµpxq{BDpwq ` r18px, y, ǫuq ` r19px, y, ǫuq, (188)
DAt ppA,ǫuΣ ` sA,ǫuΣ qpx, yq “ r20px, y, ǫuq ` r21px, y, ǫuq (189)
with error terms that fulfill the bounds
r18 “ OA,u,Σ
ˆ
e´C12|z|
|z|
˙
1Kpxq, r19 “ OA,u,Σ
ˆ?
ǫ
e´C12|z|
|z|5{2
˙
1Kpxq, (190)
r20 “ OA,u,Σ
ˆ
e´C12|z|
|z|
˙
r1Kpxq _ 1Kpyqs, r21 “ OA,u,Σ
ˆ?
ǫ
e´C12|z|
|z|5{2
˙
r1Kpxq _ 1Kpyqs
(191)
with some positive constant C12pΣq. Furthermore, for x ‰ y the following limit exists:
r20px, y, 0q :“ lim
ǫÓ0
r20px, y, ǫuq (192)
Proof. In this proof, we abbreviate w “ y´ x` iǫu “ z ` iuǫ. Moreover, we suppress the w
dependence of rpwq, Dpwq, Bw and again also the t-dependence of v, n, and of the remainder
terms r... in the notation. Using the definition of D
A
t given in (126) of Lemma 2.11, we get
8mDAt s
A,ǫu
Σt
px, yq
“ vpxq{npxqDAx r{npxq {Epxqr2 {BDs ´ r{npxq {Epxqr2 {BDs
ÐÝ
DAy {npyqvpyq
“ vpxq{npxqi{Bxr{npxq {Epxqr2 {BDs ´ r{npxq {Epxqr2 {BDsÐÝ{Byp´iq{npyqvpyq ` r22px, y, ǫuq
“ ivpxq{npxqγµ{npxq {EpxqBxµrr2 {BDs ` i{npxq {EpxqByµrr2 {BDsγµ{npyqvpyq ` r23px, y, ǫuq
“ ´ivpxq{npxqγµ{npxq {EpxqBµrr2 {BDs ` i{npxq {EpxqBµrr2 {BDsγµ{npxqvpxq ` r24px, y, ǫuq, (193)
where the remainder terms are defined and estimated as follows:
(i) Recalling the definitions (123) and (124) of the Dirac operators DA and
ÐÝ
DA and the
fact that A is compactly supported, the estimate (233) of Corollary A.1 in the appendix
ensures
r22 “ vpxq{npxqp´m´ {Apxqqr{npxq {Epxqr2 {BDs ´ r{npxq {Epxqr2 {BDsp´m´ {Apyqq{npyqvpyq
“ OA,u,Σ
ˆ
e´CD |z|
|z|
˙
1Kpxq (194)
for some compact set K containing the support of E.
(ii) Using once more that E has compact support and using the bound (233) again we have
the analogous estimate
r23 “ r22 ` ivpxq{npxqγµ
`Bxµr{npxq {Epxqs˘ r2 {BD ` i `Byµr{npxq {Epxqs˘ r2 {BDγµ{npyqvpyq
“ OA,u,Σ
ˆ
e´CD |z|
|z|
˙
1Kpxq (195)
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(iii) Using the signs coming from inner derivatives: ´BxDpwq “ ByDpwq “ BDpwq and the
Taylor expansion
{npyqvpyq “ {npxqvpxq ` r25px, yq with r25 “ OΣp|z|q (196)
for x, y P Σt with x P K we find with the help of bound (237) in the appendix:
r24 “ r23 ` i{npxq {EpxqBµrr2 {BDsγµr25 “ OA,u,Σ
ˆ
e´CD |z|
|z|
˙
1Kpxq. (197)
In the following calculations, we drop the argument x; thus, v, n, and E stand for vpxq,
npxq, and Epxq, respectively, but r “ rpwq and D “ Dpwq. Using Lemma 2.14, we get
´ i
´
8mDAt s
A,ǫu
Σ px, yq ´ r24
¯
“ ´v{nγµ{n {EBµrr2 {BDs ` {n {EBµrr2 {BDsγµ{nv
“ ´v{nγµ{n {Er2wµ{BD ´ γµwνBνDs ` v{n {Er2wµ{BD ´ γµwνBνDsγµ{n ` r26px, y, ǫuq
“ T1 ` T2 ` T3 ` T4 ` r26 (198)
with the four terms
T1 “ ´2v{n {w{n {E {BD,
T3 “ 2v{n {E {BD {w{n,
T2 “ v{nγµ{n {EγµwνBνD,
T4 “ ´v{n {Eγµγµ{nwνBνD, (199)
and the remainder term
r26 “ ´v{nγµ{n {E {wwµm2D ` v{n {E {wwµm2Dγµ{n “ OA,u,Σ
`
e´CD |z|
˘
1Kpxq, (200)
where the bound comes from (231) of Corollary A.1 in the appendix and from suppE Ď K.
We evaluate the four terms Tj separately. Using the anticommutation rules tγµ, γνu “ 2gµν
for the Dirac matrices and {n2 “ 1, we get
T1 “ ´2v{nr2wνnν ´ {n {ws {E {BD
“ ´4v{nwνnν {E {BD ` 2vr2wµEµ ´ {E {ws{BD
“ ´4v{nwνnν {E {BD ` 4vwµEµ {BD ´ 2v {EwµBµD, (201)
where in the last step we used the Lorentz symmetry (163) to compute
{w{BD “ γµγνwµBνD “ 1
2
pγµγνwµBνD ` γµγνwνBµDq
“ 1
2
pγµγν ` γνγµqwµBνD “ wµBµD. (202)
Using the anticommutation rules again, the fact γµγµ “ 4, the definition Eµ “ Fµνnν given
in (42), and the antisymmetry Fµν “ ´Fνµ, we get
γµ{n {Eγµ “ p2nµ ´ {nγµqp2Eµ ´ γµ {Eq “ 4nµEµ ´ 4{n {E ` {nγµγµ {E
“ 4nµEµ “ 4nµFµνnν “ 0 (203)
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and therefore T2 “ 0. Using the same argument that was used to derive (202) we also find
{BDpwq {w “ wµBµD, and hence,
T3 “ 2v{n {EwµBµD{n. (204)
Finally, we have
T4 “ ´4v{n {E {nwνBνD, (205)
which yields
T3 ` T4 “ ´2v{n {E {nwµBµD “ 2v{n2 {EwµBµD “ 2v {EwµBµD. (206)
We have used that {n and {E anticommute because of nµEµ “ nµFµνnν “ 0. Together with
the expression (201) for T1 and T2 “ 0, we conclude
T1 ` T2 ` T3 ` T4 “ 4vwµEµ {BD ` r27px, y, ǫuq. (207)
with the error terms
r27 “ ´4v{nwνnν {E {BD “ r28px, y, ǫuq ` r29px, y, ǫuq, (208)
where using w “ z ` iǫu
r28 “ ´4v{niǫuνnν {E {BD, r29 “ ´4v{nzνnν {E {BD. (209)
Inequality (236) from the appendix and the fact suppE Ď K provide the bound
r28 “ OA,u,Σ
ˆ?
ǫ
e´CD |z|
|z|5{2
˙
1Kpxq. (210)
For the next estimate, we observe p∇tΣtpxq ¨ z, zq P TxΣt K npxq; recall the parametrization
(13) of Σt. We obtain the Taylor expansion
zνnν “ n0pxqrtΣtpyq ´ tΣtpxqs ´ npxq ¨ z “ n0pxq∇tΣtpxq ¨ z´ npxq ¨ z`OΣp|z|2q “ OΣp|z|2q
(211)
uniformly for x in the compact set K. Using (234) from the appendix and the support
property of E again, this implies
r29 “ OA,u,Σ
ˆ
e´CD |z|
|z|
˙
1Kpxq. (212)
Finally, we have from equation (207)
T1 ` T2 ` T3 ` T4 ´ r27 “ 4vwµEµ {BD “ 4vzµEµ {BD ` r30px, y, ǫuq (213)
with the error term
r30 “ 4viǫuµEµ {BD “ OA,u,Σ
ˆ?
ǫ
e´CD |z|
|z|5{2
˙
1Kpxq, (214)
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where once again we have used the bound (236) from the appendix and the fact suppE Ď K.
Let us summarize: We use the equations (198), (213), and (208) to get the claimed formula
DAt s
A,ǫu
Σt
px, yq “ i
2m
vzµEµ {BD ` r18 ` r19 (188)
with the remainder terms
r18 :“ r24
8m
` i
8m
pr26 ` r29q “ OA,u,Σ
ˆ
e´CD |z|
|z| ` e
´CD |z|
˙
1Kpxq “ OA,u,Σ
ˆ
e´C12|z|
|z|
˙
1Kpxq
(215)
r19 :“ i
8m
pr28 ` r30q “ OA,u,Σ
ˆ?
ǫ
e´CD |z|
|z|5{2
˙
1Kpxq “ OA,u,Σ
ˆ?
ǫ
e´C12|z|
|z|5{2
˙
1Kpxq (216)
with any positive constant C12pΣq ă CDpΣq. We have applied the error bounds (197), (200),
and (212) for the first remainder term r18, and the bounds (210) and (214) for the second
remainder term r19. Finally, we have weakened the bounds slightly to get a simpler notation.
This shows the claimed error bounds in (190).
Combining this with Lemma 2.13 and setting r20 “ r3 ` r18, r21 “ r4 ` r19, equation
(189) together with the corresponding error bounds (191) are immediate consequences.
To ensure existence of the limit of r20px, y, ǫuq as ǫ Ó 0 for x, y P Σt with x ‰ y, we
use the existence of the limits limǫÓ0 r3px, y, ǫtq and limǫÓ0 r18px, y, ǫuq. The existence of the
former limit was proven in Lemma 2.13, and existence of the latter limit follows by the same
argument, i.e., from the fact that the functions D and BµD are continuous at z, and that r18
is explicitly given in terms of D and its derivative. This yields the claim.
Corollary 2.16. The error terms r20p¨, ¨, ǫuq and r21p¨, ¨, ǫuq in (189) give rise to bounded
linear operators R20
ǫuptq, R21ǫuptq : HΣt ý with matrix elements
xφ,R20ǫuptqψy “
ż
xPΣt
ż
yPΣt
φpxq iγpd4xq r20px, y, ǫuq iγpd4yqψpyq, ψ, φ P HΣt (217)
and similarly for r21px, y, ǫuq, R21ǫuptq. They fulfill:
(i) The operators R20
ǫuptq, ǫ ě 0, are Hilbert-Schmidt operators. There is a constant
C13pA, u,Σq such that suptPT,ǫą0 }R20ǫuptq}I2pHΣt q ď C13. Furthermore,
lim
ǫÓ0
}R20ǫuptq ´R200ptq}I2pHΣt q “ 0. (218)
(ii) suptPT }R21ǫuptq}HΣtý ď OA,u,Σp
?
ǫq.
Proof. (i) For ψ, φ P HΣt , using the bound (191) for r20, we find uniformly for ǫ ą 0 and
t P T that
}R20ǫuptq}2I2pHΣt q “
ż
xPR3
ż
yPR3
trace
“
γ0r20px, y, ǫuq˚γ0Γpxqr20px, y, ǫuqΓpyq
‰
d3yd3x (219)
ď C14
ż
xPR3
ż
yPR3
„
e´CD|y´x|
|y ´ x|
2
p1Kpxq _ 1Kpyqq d3yd3x ă 8. (220)
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for some constant C14pA, u,Σq. The limit R20ǫuptq ǫÓ0ÝÑ R200ptq in the I2pHΣtq norm is im-
plied by the point-wise convergence (192) stated in Lemma 2.15 and the point-wise bound
(191), using dominated convergence.
(ii) For ψ, φ P HΣt , using the bound in (191) for r21 and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
we find analogously to the calculation (92)–(95):
| xφ,R21ǫuptqψy | ď OA,u,Σp
?
ǫq
ż
xPR3
ż
yPR3
|φpxq| |Γpxq| d3x e
´CD |y´x|
|y ´ x|5{2 |Γpyq| d
3y |ψpyq| (221)
ď OA,u,Σp
?
ǫq
ż
zPR3
e´CD |z|
|z|5{2 d
3z }φ} }ψ}, (222)
which is finite and uniform in t.
The existence of the bounded linear operators R20
ǫuptq, R21ǫuptq : HΣt ý follows.
Finally, we prove the Theorem 2.8 with the collected ingredients.
Proof of Theorem 2.8. With justifications given below, we find that for φ, ψ P CAA
φ|Σt1 , pPAΣt1 ` S
A
Σt1
qψ|Σt1
E
´
A
φ|Σt0 , pPAΣt0 ` S
A
Σt0
qψ|Σt0
E
(223)
“ lim
ǫÓ0
˜ż
xPΣt1
ż
yPΣt1
´
ż
xPΣt0
ż
yPΣt0
¸
φpxq iγpd4xq ppA,ǫu ` sA,ǫuΣt qpx, yqiγpd4yqψpyq (224)
“ lim
ǫÓ0
ż t1
t0
ż
xPΣt
ż
yPΣt
φpxq iγpd4xq
«
´iDAt ppA,ǫu ` sA,ǫuΣt q `
BsA,ǫuΣt
Bt
ff
px, yqiγpd4yqψpyq dt (225)
“ lim
ǫÓ0
ż t1
t0
ż
xPΣt
ż
yPΣt
φpxq iγpd4xq
«
´ir20px, y, ǫuq ´ ir21px, y, ǫuq `
BsA,ǫuΣt
Bt px, yq
ff
¨ iγpd4yqψpyq dt (226)
“ lim
ǫÓ0
ż t1
t0
”
´i xφ|Σt, R20ǫuptqψ|Σty ´ i xφ|Σt , R21ǫuptqψ|Σty `
A
φ|Σt, 9SA,ǫuΣt , ψ|Σt
Eı
dt (227)
In the first step from (223) to (224) we expressed the matrix elements of the operators P λAΣ
and SAΣ in terms of the respective integral kernels p
ǫu,λA and sǫu,AΣ given in Lemma 2.3 and part
(i) of Lemma 2.7. The step from (224) to (225) follows from Corollary 2.12. The step from
(225) to (226) is a consequence of equation (189) in Lemma 2.15. Finally, in the step from
(226) to (227) we have used that the integral kernels r20p¨, ¨, ǫuq, r21p¨, ¨, ǫuq, and BsA,ǫuΣt {Bt
give rise to bounded operators R20
ǫuptq, R21ǫuptq, and 9SA,ǫuΣt as ensured by Corollary 2.16 and
part (ii) of Lemma 2.7.
Claim (ii) of Corollary 2.16 implies that R21
ǫuptq converges to zero in operator norm
as ǫ Ó 0, uniformly in t P T . Furthermore, claim (i) of Corollary 2.16 and part (ii) of
Lemma 2.7 guarantee that ´iR20ǫuptq ` 9SA,ǫuΣt converges in the I2pHΣtq norm to a Hilbert-
Schmidt operator Rptq :“ ´iR200ptq ` 9SA,0Σt such that suptPT }Rptq}I2pHΣt q ă 8. Calculation
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(223)–(227) can now be rewritten in the form of claim (47):A
φ|Σt1 , pPAΣt1 ` S
A
Σt1
qψ|Σt1
E
´
A
φ|Σt0 , pPAΣt0 ` S
A
Σt0
qψ|Σt0
E
“
ż t1
t0
xφ|Σt , Rptqψ|Σty dt (228)
at first for φ, ψ P CA, but then extended by a density argument to φ, ψ P HA. Since the
operators UAΣ are unitary, we get the estimate›››UAΣt1 pPAΣt1 ` SAΣt1 qUΣt1A ´ UAΣt0 pPAΣt0 ` SAΣt0 qUΣt0A›››I2pHAq (229)
ď
ż t1
t0
}Rptq}I2pHΣt q dt ă 8. (230)
This proves the claim.
Proof of Theorem 2.5. As a consequence of Theorem 2.8 and Lemma 2.7 claim (41) holds
for the special case λ “ λA. For general λ P GpAq, Theorem 2.4 implies PAΣ ´ P λΣ P I2pHΣq
which concludes the proof for the general case.
A Appendix
In this appendix we provide auxiliary estimates for the covariant functions D, its derivatives,
and p´ needed in the proofs of the main results.
Lemma A.1 (Upper bounds). Let u be a time-like four-vector. For all space-like z P R4
with |z0| ď Vmax|z| and ǫ ě 0 with w “ z ` iǫu ‰ 0 we have the following bounds with the
constant CDpVmaxq “ m2
a
1´ Vmax2, reading 1{0 as `8:
|wµwνDpwq| ď Ou,Vmax
`
e´CD|z|
˘
, (231)
|Dpwq| ď OVmax
ˆ
e´CD |z|
|z|2
˙
, (232)
ˇˇ
rpwq2BµDpwq
ˇˇ ď Ou,Vmax ˆe´CD |z||z|
˙
, (233)
|BµDpwq| ď Ou,Vmax
ˆ
e´CD |z|
|z|3 _ ǫ3
˙
, (234)
|wνBµDpwq| ď Ou,Vmax
ˆ
e´CD|z|
|z|2 _ ǫ2
˙
, (235)
|ǫuµBνDpwq| ď Ou,Vmax
ˆ?
ǫe´CD |z|
|z|5{2
˙
, (236)
ˇˇBν “rpwq2BµDpwq‰ˇˇ ď Ou,Vmax ˆe´CD |z||z|2
˙
, (237)
››p´pwq›› ď Ou,Vmax ˆe´CD |z||z|3
˙
. (238)
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For ǫ “ 0 one may take, e.g., u “ p´1, 0, 0, 0q. In this case the u-dependence of the constants
in (231)-(238) drops out.
Lemma A.2 (Lower Bound). For all space-like z P R4zt0u one has the lower bound
››p´pzq›› ě C15 e´m|z||z|3 (239)
with a positive numerical constant C15.
The proofs have been carried out in [4]. However, they can also be inferred from the
asymptotic behavior of the modified Bessel function K1 and its derivative given in [1, Chap-
ters 9.6 and 9.7].
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